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1. Introduction

Not even TV has more viewers! We are selling three million milk packages every
day. What is written on this page is seen by almost all people in Sweden.
Because, one milk package is put out several times a day on most dining tables.
Therefore, we also want to use this space as sensible as possible – to propagate
for socially useful things, to inform about essential things. But this is not just our
concern, it is equally yours. Maybe you have a totally different opinion on how
this page should be used. We want to know what you think. Call or write to us on
Arla-forum and tells us what you think. We want to have an open and objective
contact with our consumers. Together we might create something good. 1
The quote is from a milk panel from 1976 situated on the back of a milk package of the Swedish
milk- and dairy company Arla, the biggest milk- and dairy company in Sweden. The milk panels
have, since they first began to be distributed in 1975, mediated messages to millions of
individual Swedes. In Sweden milk2 has over the past century been associated with something
that is vital, something that you need in life. Milk- and dairy products have been important
components in the Swedish and European diets for a long period of time, and the Northern
European countries are considered to be one of the most “dairy-intensive regions” in the world
(DuPuis, 2002; 47). As a person growing up in Sweden in the 1990s I have had a personal (as
many swedes have) experience and relationship to Arla, and most prominently the milk panels,
they have followed me throughout my childhood and into my adult life. Growing up in Sweden,
I had a glass of milk for breakfast every day, for lunch and sometimes for dinner. My heavy
consumption of milk was constituted and encouraged by adults as well as the society around me.
Nobody around me doubted the fact that milk was a healthy nutritious drink which was vital for
you, especially if you were a child. Compared to other drinks, milk was somehow magical, it
contained everything you needed and more, it made you strong and smart. I had no doubt that the
cow milk I drank everyday was somehow made for us humans to consume. All these ‘facts’ that
I learnt about milk growing up, was conveyed to me in school, by my parents and other adults
around me. But it was also taught to me by the milk itself. In my school I remember there were
these big milk fridges fronted with big posters with the logo of the biggest milk- and dairy
company in the region3, Arla. When at home, I remember the same logo on Arla’s green-striped
milk package on the kitchen table and I remember turning the package around to read the panels
on the back. The backsides of the milk packages were, and are still, used as a column or panel
for news, advertisement, fun facts and images. Most Swedish people in the areas that was

1

"Vi säljer tre miljoner mjölkpaket om dagen. Vad som står på en sådan här sida ses av nästan hela svenska folket. En
mjölkförpackning ställs ju fram flera gånger under dagen på de flesta matbord. Därför försöker vi också använda det här
utrymmet så vettigt vi kan - för att propagera för samhällsnyttiga ting, för att informera om väsentliga saker. Men detta angår inte
bara oss, utan i minst lika stor utsträckning di. Du kanske har en helt annan uppfattning om hur den här sidan ska användas. Vi
vill veta vad du tycker. Ring eller skriv till oss på Arla- Forum och säg vad du anser. Vi vill ha en öppen och saklig kontakt med
våra konsumenter. Kanske kommer vi tillsammans fram till något vettigt.” 1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_46
2 When I write milk, I refer to milk from cows. Se further discussion in chapter 1.3.
3 Arla is one of the main actors in the Swedish dairy industry and are in many ways a national covering company. Although, the
dominance of diaries differs somewhat depending on region in Sweden. In south- central Sweden Arla has been the most
dominant company. While in some regions, other milk- and dairy companies are more common in terms of fresh milk- and dairy
products. In south Sweden Skånemejerier is a big company and in the northern regions Norrmejerier is another big company.
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supplied by Arla (then completely dominant on the market in some regions 4) read theses panels
as children (and some as adults). Reading the panels was, for me, like reading the morning
newspaper for children, since the panels more than often spoke to me as a child. The milk panels
have been and are still a tool for Arla to directly converse with their consumers, but they have
also often been placed in the centre of conversations. Imagine Arla’s milk packages placed at the
centre of dining tables all around Sweden, surrounded by families and households joining in
conversations, how easily the content, the texts, of the milk panels can slip in as a subject of the
conversation. Thus, milk and the milk panels has become part of a morning routine of many
Swedes, a part of the everyday life.
Milk consumption was, for a long time, also a given part of my diet, something I never
questioned. I was not until I became an adult and started to question other parts of my
consumption that the question of milk consumption also became apparent for me. Why had this
drink been such an unquestioned and given part of my diet? Was milk really such a healthy
commodity as the diary companies, schools and health boards had been claiming? Were these
unquestionable ‘facts’ about milk that I’d learnt as child, perhaps misleading? And how could
one single company like Arla be granted such an unquestioned platform of communication in
Swedish society? Once I began contemplating these questions other memories from my
childhood emerged. A memory of a movie we watched in school called Säg mu till livet!5 came
to me. In the movie there was a man, Arne, who spoke about breakfast and the importance of
milk, He was a funny character and I remember myself laughing loudly at the film together with
my classmates. We watched it several times, I even recall us children asking our teacher to have
a rerun because we liked the film so much. The movie was part of an information (or
propaganda?) campaign for schoolchildren distributed and produced by the organisation
Mjölkfrämjandet, an organisation working to promote and spread information about milk. The
movie I recalled was part of a bigger campaign, besides the movie a series of books, was
distributed to schools in Sweden (Mjölkfrämjandet 1993). Journalist Elin Schwartz also recalls
Säg mu till livet! and the milk companies unquestioned and substantial presence inside the
schools, which is discussed by Schwartz in an article published in Fria Tidningen 2015:
I wonder how many organisations and companies that are allowed to produce
textual advertisement in school books? And how many advertise-songs are sung
in Swedish schools? […] The milk companies have evidently had an exceptional
position because milk has not been seen as a product among other, rather as
something neutral – and vital.6 (Schwartz, 2015)
Ever since the beginning of the industry in the early 20 th century, methods of spreading positive
messages about milk- and dairy products have been diverse and varied. Today, Arla use several
medias for advertisement and propaganda, they operate through TV- commercials, billboards and
newspapers. In this thesis I will examine the visual and textual narratives on one of Arla’s
medias, the backsides of their own milk packages, or the so-called milk panels whose importance
I have attempted to describe above by reminiscing on my own childhood. Since 1975, until today
the milk panels have been a part of many Swedes everyday life, placed at the centre of many
kitchen tables. With ‘more viewers than the television’ as advertised by Arla in the quote that
introduced the thesis, the Arla milk panels have been enormously influential. But Arla, have also
been influenced by the context, affected by societal debates and thus the milk panels are also
reflective of Swedish society and contextual debates, as I will discuss in this thesis.

Arla’s dominance on the market has now been regulated. Today Arla has competition from small regionally based dairies,
international diaries and also non-dairy options such as Oatly (see also chapter 1.3).
5 Directly translated it says: Say moo to life!
6 ”Jag funderar över hur många organisationer och företag som får göra textreklam i skolböcker? Och hur många reklamsånger
som sjungs i svenska skolor? […] Mjölkföretagen har helt klart haft en särställning eftersom mjölken inte har setts som en
produkt bland andra, utan något neutralt – och livsnödvändigt.” (Schwartz, 2015)
4
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1.1. The milk panels
It was in 1954 that Arla, then called Mjölkcentralen, began to sell their milk in carts. The first
design of the carts was in the shape of the pyramid (Jönsson, 2005; 42). In 1975 Mjölkcentralen
changed their name to Arla7 (Norberg, n.d,) and simultaneously changed their package design to
a rectangular shape and started using the backside of the packages as a marketing channel, the
so-called milk panels. The milk panels consist of texts and images with various different
narratives and themes. Thousands of images and texts have featured on the milk panels of Arla’s
milk packages since 1975. The format of the packages has also during the years shifted slightly,
although since the first panels in 1975, the shape of the packages has remained mainly the same.
Since 2000 the design of the package has slightly changed into a more slim and higher package 8
(Leidenborg, n.d,). The design of the package naturally entails a limitation in how the milk
panels can be distributed.
The varieties of milk produced by Arla have increased over the years. When you visit Arla’s
website today, you will find around 25-30 different types of milk listed under the category “Milk
products”9. By 2017 various forms of new milk products such as lactose-free milk, ecological
milk, milk with longer expansion date, Jämtlands-mjölk (milk from the region Jämtland10),
flavoured milk, protein drinks and more have been added into Arla’s production storage. Out of
these products there are three basic types of fresh milk. They differ in the fat percentage, which
is recognized in the design of the milk packages by using different colours depending on the
amount of fat11. The package with blue stripes called lättmjölk contains 1 % fat, green called
mellanmjölk has 1,5 % fat and red called Mjölk contains 3 % fat. There is also a fourth, yellow
called minimjölk that contains 0,5 %, today only sold as ecological milk. The focus of this study
is to examine the textual and visual communication and messages Arla conduct in their milk
panels and not the design of the package. Thus, I will pay attention to the panels based on what
type of milk package the panels have appeared 12. My interest lies specifically in the visual and
textual content of the milk panels.
With the high rate of milk consumption in Sweden, the textual and visual content on these milk
panels have been conveyed to a large and broad audience. In a report conducted by Statistiska
centralbyrån, SCB, numbers show that the total consumption of milk amounted to 111,2 litres
per person in Sweden in the year 2015. The 2015 numbers are still low compared to the
consumption of milk in 1960 which amounted to 166 litres per person and year 13(SCB, JO44:
2016; 18). As the numbers show, Swedish individuals and households are and have been, heavy
consumers of milk. Thus, Arla’s milk panels have over the decades, since their launch in 1975,
reached out to millions of individuals each year 14. The large number of consumers makes the
backpanels of the milk packages a powerful channel. The Swedish milk industry has over the
years created a strong trust between themselves and their consumers. As a country we have been
brought up to trust milk. The milk panels on the packages recently celebrated 40 years, making it
one of the lasting marketing strategies before the rise of internet. Arla themselves recognised the
marketing value of the milk panels on a milk panel from 2015 writing that the panels “…quickly

7

Norberg, https://www.arla.se/om-arla/bondeagda/arlas-historia/mjolken-i-samhallet/arlakon/ (Accessed 2018-05-22)
Leidenborg, https://www.arla.se/om-arla/bondeagda/arlas-historia/produkterna/arlas-mjolkpaket/ (Accessed 2018-05-22)
9 The numbers differ somewhat depending on whether you include products such as flavoured milk and protein drinks.
https://www.arla.se/produkter/mjolk/ (Accessed 2018-05-29)
10 Jämtland is a region in the North of Sweden. Arla sells locally produced milk from Jämtland in Jämtland.
11 The packages design with the stripes is designed by Tom Hedqvist in 1991 (Leidenborg, n.d,.). https://www.arla.se/omarla/bondeagda/arlas-historia/produkterna/arlas-mjolkpaket/ (Accessed 2018-05-24)
12
My observation tells me that most panels appear on all or several of the different types of milk.
13 Note that this is the total consumption of milk, which includes all milk and dairy companies in Sweden, not just Arla.
14 The actual number of people who read the milk packages as almost impossible to measure. We can only estimate by looking at
the number of sales of Arla milk. In a conversation with the present day (2018) head of milk panels Gunilla Eriksson, I learnt that
Arla estimated that they had 2 million readers every day. (Personal meeting at Aral foods headquarters in Stockholm, April 12
2018.)
8
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became Sweden’s most well-read text.”15 When building this study the potential influence of the
milk panels in society and the ‘educational’ character of the content, made me question the
agenda of the panels. Could Arla’s milk panels be assessed as propaganda? I am aware of the
negative connotations a word like propaganda might bring, but as I will further elaborate in
chapter 3.1.2, propaganda is a much more complicated concept and are not always equivalent to
the negative connotations. The ‘father of propaganda’ Edward Bernays wrote in his seminal
work Propaganda (1928) “Propaganda does exist on all sides of us, and it does change our
mental pictures of the world.” (Bernays, 1928: 53). It is this change of our mental picture, the
influence and long-lasting ideas that propaganda evokes and trough which it also reflects certain
trends and societal debates which made me reflect on Arla’s marketing as propaganda. The
contents of the milk panels will be distributed and read by circa two million individuals every
day, thus the messages mediated through the panels are important to examine. It is important to
be critical to such an important influencer in the Swedish society (specifically the central region
of Sweden.) In the frame of this thesis I want to further examine the propagandistic elements of
Arla’s marketing.

1.2. Aims and questions
As should be clear from the introduction above my own experience of being brought up in a
society where consuming milk was a norm lead me to ask the question: How did milk drinking
become a norm in Swedish society? What was the cause of this? It was this line of inquiry that in
turn lead me to consider the marketing behind milk. The growing debates on the environmental
impact of the milk- and dairy industry in the last decades, debates about the ethical dilemma of
production of animal products and recent debates on why we should drink milk at all, also
inspired the aims and questions for this thesis. Arla among other prominent actors within the
dairy industry have influenced many generations of individuals in Sweden through different
marketing strategies over the past century. Arla has also taken upon oneself as an organisation to
be ‘educational’ in many matters concerning health, environment and other matters as will be
discussed further in the coming chapters. Arla have contributed to shape societal debates and
discourses in Sweden, more than any other company and perhaps more than any other media.
With the milk panels and other form of marketing, they have shaped our conceptions about a lot
of things not only cows and milk or the memory of agrarian society. One important media that
this has been conducted through, and still is, are the milk packages.
The aim with this thesis is to examine how the development of the milk- and dairy industry
during the 20th century in Sweden, has created a platform for companies like Arla to not just
market their products, but to propagate for an ideology and lifestyle which includes the drinking
of Swedish milk. This will be examined by looking at five years of Arla’s milk panels, one year
from every decade since they first began to be distributed will be studied, 1976, 1986, 1996,
2006 and 2016. My intention is not to examine how the recipients interpret and experience the
panels, it is rather to distinguish conversations regarding milk that figures on Arla’s packages.
Expressed more simply and I will explain this more in Chapter 2 the study focuses on how Arla
and by what means and themes Arla converse on their milk packages.
First of all, when reflecting on my childhoods interaction with milk, along with the memories of
milk that I share together with my generation and generations before in Sweden, I seek to answer
the propagandistic features of the material and it is therefore crucial to examine what messages
Arla conveys through their milk panels. Thus, the first question is: What conversations are
conveyed on the milk panels? But my line of inquiry actually proceeds from three questions, in

15Arla

milk panel. 2015. https://www.arla.se/49a0c5/globalassets/old/global/evenemang-och-tavlingar/mjolkbaksidor-2015/mars2015/91x210_arla100_gammal.pdf (Accessed 2018-05-29)
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the second one, I seek to dismantle historical and contemporary effects on the material asking:
How has contemporary and historical debates effected the conversations on Arla’s milk panels?
Proceeding from the idea of the milk panels as propaganda I further want to ask: How does the
messages on the milk panels picture Arla as company? Finally, as a subsequent question I also
align with propaganda theory: Who and/or what social groups are Arla targeting?

1.3. With milk on the agenda
Over time there has been big changes in politically and sustainability debates and the status of
milk itself has also changed over the years in Western societies. American scholar Melanie Du
Puis observed the growing concern for the environment and the increase of animal rights
advocates in the United States (DuPuis, 2002: 3). Today, 15 years later, the debates and concerns
have grown and spread over the world. In Sweden this debate has recently become apparent
through, among other, the non-dairy ‘milk’ producer Oatly16. Oatly has established themselves on
the Swedish market as a prominent opponent to the milk and dairy companies. Several of Oatly’s
marketing campaigns, have been heavily criticized, due to their open questioning of the milkand dairy industry and the human consumption of animal-milk. In 2014 the organisation Svensk
mjölk sued Oatly for misleading marketing. Swedish milk won, which for Oatly resulted in a
prohibition of use of the slogans “It’s like milk but made for humans” and “No milk, no soy, no
badness.” (Lööf, 2014; Kvist, 2015). Richard Öste, the founder of Oatly, comments the law suit
in the business magazine Veckans affärer saying, “Milk has somehow become the holy cow in
Sweden” (Byttner, 2014). The president of Oatly, Toni Petterson comments the debate in the
agricultural magazine Land lantbruk in an article from 2017, saying that Oatly is aware that they
are upsetting people with their marketing, but that “milk has an exceptional position as a norm in
Swedish society” which the, Oatly is actively and openly are working against (Sedenius and
Gode, 2017). However, the law suit did not deter Oatly, since Oatly after the law suit have
released several commercial videos 17, which again quite clearly questions the milk companies
role in Sweden (Thorell, 2017).
Oatly are not the only ones getting scrutinised for their campaigns, in fact one might say that
there is an ongoing ‘milk war’ in Sweden. In 2015 Arla launched a marketing campaign using
the slogan “Nature’s own sports drink”. which in 2016 was judged by the Swedish Consumer
Agency as misleading marketing. This happened only two years after Swedish Milks lawsuit
against Oatly.18 Arla’s component Skånemejerier, the biggest milk company in the south of
Sweden, was convicted for misleading marketing in 2015. According to the website of the
Swedish advertising ombudsman, there were three adverts from Skånemejerier that was
reported19. One which claimed that milk is “Humanities original drink” another “You need a half
litre every day” and the third “Milk is not just a drink, but an important food with high
nutritional value”. These claims follow a long tradition of similar claims and marketing (similar
claims which I will exemplify in chapter 4) that are now being contested. Reporting the milk
companies to the consumer agencies suggest an overall change in the discourse regarding milk.20

16

Oatly is a Swedish company that produces plant-based milk- and dairy products made on oats.
http://www.oatly.com/oatly-tv/ (Accessed 2018-05-29)
18 https://www.svd.se/arla-anmals-till-ko-mjolk-ar-ingen-sportdryck (Accessed 2018-01-29)
19 Reklamombudsmannen. 2015. http://reklamombudsmannen.org/uttalande/skanemejerier4 (Accessed 2018-05-29)
20 Another issue and discussion on animal milk which appears in the current debates is the production process of milk. The
documentary The milk system (2018), captures the many problems faced by different actors inside the European milk industry. It
captures the growing anxiety among milk farmers in Europe. Farmers that are under pressure to increase their production at the
same time as milk prices are pressed so low that little or no profit is to be gained. Another aspect of the milk industry discussed
in the documentary is the massive shipping of milk powder to, foremost sub-Saharan countries, where milk powder is sold
cheaper then local equivalent products, driving local farmers to poverty. The documentary depicts an industry with discontented
actors, who struggle in the complex system that is the milk industry. The only actors who speaks of the industry in some positive
manners are the people working at top positions, such as the Head of marketing at the Dutch milk company FrieslandCampina,
17
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The Oatly verdict by the Swedish Consumer Agency highlighted the definition of the term
‘milk’. In the EU Regulation, ECLI:EU:C:2017:458, the court of the European union stated:
The term “milk” shall mean exclusively the normal mammary secretion obtained
from one or more milkings without either addition thereto or extraction
therefrom.21
Thus, with this regulation, terms referring to dairy could no longer be used for plant-based
options within the European union (Instead of Oat milk, Oat drink and so forth). Furthermore,
Regulation ECLI:EU:C:2017:458, states that products most also show which animal the milk
comes from, with the exception of bovine milk which may be called just ‘milk’. The single term
‘milk’ has therefore by the European Union been declared to allude to bovine milk only.
For me milk is a form, a product you use for specific courses, such as poring milk in your coffee
or in your cereals. Just like you can call a vegetarian sausage or hamburger for just that – a
vegetarian sausage or hamburger – I understand milk as a form, a concept used to describe the
purpose of use or to describe the form of milk. However, I do also see it as important to
recognise the original biological intention with milk, produced by mammals to feed their
offspring and can therefore also understand the EU decision. I will accordingly the use the term
milk as defined by the European Union, although with that stated I do not necessarily agree with
EU’s definition of the term.

1.4. Previous research
The field of Swedish milk- and dairy history is yet a rather untold story. The focal point for
previous research revolves primarily on the history of milk consumption and other form of milk
marketing. I have so far not found a study that examines the contents of milk panels from
companies as intended here. Research studies, examining milk history and consumption as a
cultural phenomenon lies within the humanistic field that, has primary focused on the American
and British milk history. For my own study it has been important the understand the field of
milk- and dairy history from wide and long-term perspective. My background in history, and
environmental history and deep interest in diary and the milk industry in general also makes me
ask what made the milk panels become what they are, I naturally turn to history. Melanie Du
Puis, scholar in development sociology, who’s primary research contemplates around human
food consumption, published the book Nature's perfect food: how milk became America's drink
(2002), as one of her first major works. Du Puis discuss the contemporary debates at the time of
the publication, 2002, which began to question why we humans should drink milk at all, and why
milk, in the American context, had become such a major an important food. Du Puis use the
concepts of ‘perfect’ and ‘perfection’ to tell the story of the development of the American milk
industry and its journey and strive to create the ‘perfect’ drink (Du Puis, 2002). Deborah
Valenzes Milk: a local and global history (2011) is another long-term history on milk, beginning
on a global scale the study then proceeds with discussing and debating the western consumption
of milk (as it is, above all, in western societies that milk has been consumed) with main
examples in Valenzes study are drawn from the American and British history. Valenzes book is
also a story of change, how cultural values and norms have been and still are contributing factors
of what and how different products are consumed in different societies (Valenze, 2011).

Aart Jan Van Triest. Van Triest argues that expanding is crucial for the company’s survival “It’s like Darwins theory of
evolution, if we don’t renew ourselves we’ll go under.” 20 The milk market must, as Van Triest says, constantly renew themselves
in terms of products and marketing in order to keep and attract new customers. (Milk system, 2018)
21http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=191704&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=f
irst&part=1&cid=114415 (Accessed 2018-05-29
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The British scholar Peter Atkins are one of the most prominent scholars within the field of ‘milk
history’, specifically in relation to schools and children. In the article Fattening Children or
Fattening Farmers? School Milk in Britain, 1921-1941(2005A), Atkins show that the primal
reason for the introduction of free school milk in Britain was economic rather than social – it was
introduced foremost to ‘feed’ the farmers rather than ‘feed’ the children. The same year Atkins
published, The Milk in Schools Scheme, 1934-45 "Nationalization" and Resistance (2005B), and
following in 2007, School Milk in Britain, 1900–1934. In 2010, Atkins published the book
Liquid materialities: a history of milk, science and the law, (2010) a thorough examination on
how different factors made the liquid materiality of milk the construction that it is today, a study
that attempted to show how the materiality of contemporary British milk “…bears the traces of
scientific, technological, commercial and legal influences over a period of 200 years…” (Atkins,
2010: 277). The works of Atkins provides an understanding of the development and ideology of
school milk in Britain, but also an overall understanding of the ideological part of milk
consumption.
Research on Swedish milk- and dairy history in terms of consumption and industrial
development is scarce. Myrdal and Morell’s (2011) The agrarian history of Sweden provides an
overview of the agricultural development of Sweden. Hirdman’s Magfrågan: mat som mål och
medel, (1983) examines Stockholm’s urban food distribution in the late 19 th century and early
20th century where one chapter is dedicated to milk. There is also the text that Arla themselves
provide about their own history such as Arla 75 år, (Gottliebsson, 1990). One of the more
thorough research studies on milk in Sweden is Håkan Jönssons dissertation Mjölk: en
kulturanalys av mejeridiskens nya ekonomi (2005), where Jönsson studies the Swedish milk- and
dairy industry’s development. Jönsson particularly focus on milk and health trends and how
development of new strategies and new products within the industry emerges as new ideas about
health, ethics and other trends appears in society. Jönsson’s primary focus is one Arla’s
competitor, the biggest dairy company in the south of Sweden, Skånemejerier. Jönsson’s study
have been important for my own study, firstly because it contemplates on the Swedish milk- and
dairy historical development and secondly because Jönsson discuss health in relation to dairy,
particularly how health is used as an argument and strategy for gaining new customers (Jönsson,
2005). Jönsson focuses almost entirely on Skånemejerier and studies examining Arla specifically
have been hard to find. Arla and Danish national identity – business history as cultural history
(2014) written by Danish scholar Mads Mordhorst, examines the Danish population’s critical
reception of Arla when they merged with Danish company MD foods in 2000, and thus became
Arla foods. What Mordhorst study shows is how the dairy industry in Denmark are and have
been deeply founded in a Danish identity and when Arla foods enters their market as an
expanding giant they are faced with nationwide critique (Mordhorst, 2014) Regarding Arla’s
history, many of the years and dates about their own history have been found on their own
website22.
The last category of studies I have examined, as background to this study, are the studies on milk
commercial and propaganda. Habel (2011, 2013) and Martiin (2010) both use empirical material
from the journal Mjölkpropagandan (1924-1964) published by the organisation (1923-1964) with
the same name. Ylva Habel, scholar in media and marketing have published two articles on the
subject of milk marketing using empirical data from Mjölkpropagandan. Habel have examined
Mjölkpropagandan’s use of participatory marketing (2013). Mjölkpropagandan would perform
campaigns where the recipients would be put in a participatory role, knowingly or unknowingly,
and would thereby actively engage in the marketing of milk themselves. The second article by
Habel, Mjölkpropagandans buss erövrar Sverige (2013) is published in the anthology Bussen är
budskapet: perspektiv på mobilitet, materialitet och modernitet, again on the subject of
Mjölkpropagandan’s use of participatory campaigns, specifically with a focus on the use of
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buses in marketing campaigns (Habel, 2013). Mjölkpropagandan would tour around Sweden in
so-called ‘milk buses’ and arrange pop-up festival in Swedish cities for all locals (idem). Arla’s
milk panels are also in a way, a rather interactive form of marketing, as the readers most
probably would be engaged in the act of drinking milk. And as I will exemplify in chapter 4, In
many occasions the milk panels encourage the readers to engage in different activities as well,
such as sending in limericks or drawings. Another study on Mjölkpropagandan is Carin Martiins
article Swedish Milk, a Swedish Duty: Dairy Marketing in the 1920s and 1930s published in the
analogy Rural History (2010). Martiin examines the first ten years of Mjölkpropagandan.
Martiin argues that milk consumption in Sweden during the 1920s and 1930s underwent an
ideological change where milk consumption became marketed as a national drink. The marketing
was successful, as drinking milk almost became an obligation for the everyday Swede, or what
Martiin calls a ‘Swedish duty’. Much of the driving forces for this development came through
the magazine Mjölkpropagandan (Martiin, 2010). Martiins and Habels studies have both been of
importance for this study as to understand how milk marketing in Sweden first started in the
early 20th century, but also how it came to be what it is today.
There is also the category of research which master dissertation in Graphic design and
communication by Lisa Göransson and Elin Wiklund, Mjölkförpackningar i Sverige: Lokala
konsumenters påverkan på den visuella kommunikationen23(2014), examines the visual aspects of
milk packages from three different local milk companies, Skånemejerier, Norrmejerier and
Gefleortens mejerier and Arla represents a national covering company. The aim of the study is
foremost to examine differences in how (and if) local companies design their product to reflect
the region. Moreover, the study primary focus lies on design from a sale-point-of-view rather
than analysing and dissecting what type of messages the companies are mediating through their
packages. Wiklund and Göransson examine package design only and do not view the milk
panels. However, the do discuss potential messages of packages design and the different dairy
companies marketing approach (Wiklund, Göransson, 2014). Many of the studies mentioned
above are closer to mine in terms of marketing and reviewing the

1.5. Outline of the study
In the following chapter, Chapter 2 Theories and methods, I will go through the methodological
and theoretical framework of this study. In Chapter 2 I will also further describe the disposition
of chapter 4 Conversations, and how my empirical finds led me to the structure of the chapters.
In Chapter 3, In the beginning there was milk, I will review milk- and dairy history generally and
from the perspective of the linkages between milk drinking, industrialisation and modernism.24 In
chapter 4. Conversations, I will present my empirical findings and will in the introduction of
chapter 4 further elaborate on the outline of chapter 4. In chapter 5 I will discuss my empirical
findings and further link it my theoretical framework. Finally, in Chapter 6 I will shortly
summarise the thesis.
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Translation: Milk packages in Sweden: local consumers influence on the visual communication.
The main referencing system I will use in this thesis is Harvard, this system will be implied on all bibliographical references.
Although in order facilitate readability, I have chosen to use footnotes when referencing to the milk panels. Arla’s milk panels
are all written in Swedish. All of the quoted panels in the thesis have been translated directly by myself, with the original quote in
the foot notes.
24
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2. Theories and methods

Industrialized societies have moved humans further away from the original production of food
and other products that we use in our everyday life. Today, people living in industrialized
societies have become distanced and unaware of the different steps in the production processes.
The milk and dairy production in Sweden underwent their industrialisation during the first half
of the 20th century (See also chapter 3). Sweden transformed from its agricultural sector which
was mainly built on small-scale farming towards an urban and industrialized society, towards a
society based big-scale industry. But, when the milk industry developed it was alongside the
nationalisation of Sweden and also closely linked with the development of the Swedish welfare
state. Today, the Swedish industrial production has largely been dismantled, and the Swedish
society can at large be categorized as ‘post-industrial’.

2.1. Concepts
Milk, as discussed in previous chapter has become the national beverage and its image has been
relatively unchallenged until recently. Thus, one perspective that has influenced my study here is
the interlinkages between modernism, nationalism and the body. As the milk discourse was
drawing on all these concepts gradually I have gradually through analysing the milk panels been
increasingly drawn to Michel Foucault’s, use of Biopower and debates on modernism. I will
therefore begin this chapter with explaining how these concepts are linked with my study.
Thereafter, I will introduce the concept of propaganda and thereafter explain how I will apply the
concept of propaganda in my thesis and why I define the empirical material, Arla’s milk panels,
as propaganda.

2.1.1. Nationalism, modernism
As the research of Habel (2011, 2013) and Martiin (2010), show, the journal
Mjölkpropagandan’s marketing strategy had a nationalistic tone and I will now more thoroughly
explain why. Discussing the link between nationalism and modernism and I will here make a
connection between body-power from Foucault and emergence of nationalism and modernism as
explained by Gellner.
Michael Foucault shows how the individual body becomes essential in the core of governing
during the 19th century, as in contrast to the prior monarchic society, where physical body of the
governing king was in itself an important mediator of power (Foucault, 2003: 250).The
transformation of governmental of power over the individual body manifests itself through
governmental interferences, Foucault exemplifies actions such as segregation of the sick,
monitoring contagion and exclusion of criminals (Foucault, 1980: 55-56). The idea of biopower
is that modern nation states practice power over their populations bodies. Bio-power manifest
itself through state authorities interfering in public health through for example legislations,
health recommendations and/or implementation of public health agencies (In Sweden we had
Hälsovårdsmyndigheten and later Statens Livsmedelsverk 1972, since 2001 called
Livsmedelsverket25 that provide Swedes with health and dietary recommendations.). One such
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state driven institution was Statens insitut för rasbiologi26 founded in 1922 on a commission from
the Swedish parliament to improve and remediate ‘Racial hygiene’ in Sweden (Hübinette,
Hörnfeldt, Farahani, and León Rosales, 2012: 30-31). The institute worked for the preservation
of ‘the Swedish homogeneity’, which in practice manifested itself in the implementation of, for
example, a sterilisation programme, where people who not fitted into the norm of being a
‘Swede’ (for example Romani and Jewish people) could be compulsory sterilised (idem). Thus,
state authorities are forcing a construction of societal norms on how a healthy Swedish body
should function, look like and be fed with. Sweden had during the 20th century a high confidence
in their authorities and so actions and declarations utilized by Swedish authorities have made a
major impact on society.
Foucault’s ideas of the transition from monarchic society to governmental power is similar to
Ernest Gellner’s idea of the establishment of nationalism as an ideology. In Nations and
nationalism (1983) Gellner argues that the transition from an agrarian to an industrial society,
made nationalism possible, and thus should be seen as a historical process and not just an
ideology. Nationalism, according to Gellner, is something that we all practise in the postagrarian society, it is but a natural consequence to industrialisation and “nationalism shapes
nations and not the other way around” 27 (Breuilly 2006: XX-XXII). The industrial society is in
greater need for standardisation as people need skills to allow them to move between different
jobs and places. (Breuilly 2006). If industrialism made nationalism possible, it was also closely
linked with modernism, being a function or consequence of modernity. The modernisation of
Sweden in the early 20th century naturally effected the milk- and dairy industry as well, as I will
further discuss in Chapter 3. Nationalism is more than a phenomenon expressed by governing
authorities, it is equally important when building a nation identity is the everyday life
mechanisms. In Banal nationalism (1995) Michael Billing, discuss nationalism as also being
something we practice in our everyday-life, where we act or consume nationalistic values
through for example our behaviour but also in form of for example food products. Nationalism is
an ideology which reproduces nation-states, an ideology which is needs in order for nation-states
to continue to exist, thus it an ideology used broadly by most political parties on an everyday
basis (Billing, 1995: 6). Although as Billing (idem) argues, the Nationalism used on this
everyday basis must not be confused with Nationalistic movement such as Front Nationale in
France (In Sweden for example Sverigedemokraterna and Nordiska Motståndsrörelsen). Banal
nationalism, is as Billing (1995: 12) argues, something that we unknowingly practice every day,
as something rooted in our consciousness. In connection to consumption of milk- and dairy
products, they have been and still is, as Arla themselves stress at their milk panels (see for
example Chapter 4.2.2.), consumed in millions of litres every day. Thus, the packages and the
milk panels become a part of the everyday routine.
Concurrently as milk began its industrial journey so did the political labour movement in
Sweden with the Social democrats at the forefront. The issue of welfare was on the agenda,
including issues of food and when Mjölkpropagandan started in 1923 (see also chapter 3.4.) In
Hemmet vi ärvde, (1994) Larsson argues that the modernisation of Sweden was deeply
connected with the social democratic movement. The movement succeeded to integrate the
discussions of class with nationalism. Larsson exemplifies statements made by the social
democratic politician Nils Karleby. Swedish socialism, Karleby stated, was about the people’s
reality and everyday life and so the social democrats task was to provide the people with
resources for their physical existence (Larsson, 1994: 108). With the idea of Folkhemmet28 the
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Translated: The State Institute for Racial Biology
Gellner writes that states in pre-industrial societies did not have an interest in shaping a homogenous society, for it had no need
to, the state’s main interest was to collect taxes and preserve peace. (Gellner, 1983: 10-11) The state was not arbitrary in the preindustrial society, whilst humans living in a post-agrarian society “takes the centralized state for granted.” (5).
28 Folkhemmet directly translated to ‘Home for the people’.
27
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Social democrats 29 sought to create a Sweden for almost everyone, I write almost because not all
were included in the Swedish Folkgemenskap30, which was reinforced by authorities such as
Statens insitut för rasbiologi, as a mentioned above.
Habel (2011) argues that the milk actors in Sweden was early to adopt and ‘materialize welfare
principles’ and that Mjölkpropagandan were applying these principles even before the social
democratic party became the main party in Sweden (Habel, 2011: 102). An even earlier example
was the philanthropic organisation Mjölkdropparna founded in 1901, which was one of the first
organisations in Sweden operating for free and clean milk (Weiner, 1995). One can even argue
as Jönsson (2005) does, that the modern Swedish child care ‘is based on milk’, since today’s
Barnavårdscentraler (child care centres) developed from Mjölkdropparna (Jönsson, 2005: 31).
Thus, the ‘materialising of welfare’ was not confined to party politics but rather tied to
modernism and nationalism and the physicality and Swedes bodies was indeed early a societal
concern and later also important to the political agenda.
I make here the connection of bio-power and modernisation, were the emergence of nationalism
made governing the public easier and thus co-created a ‘national’ body. The national body
required milk and milk consumption thus became fused with Swedish nationalism and ideals of
health and welfare. In order to ‘standardise’ the nation, the governing authorities needed to
propagate for how to live the life of an ‘average Swede’. Propaganda was therefore an important
part of modernisation, which I will elaborate further on in the following chapter.

2.1.2. Propaganda, persuasion or communication?
“We are governed, our minds molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested,
largely by men we have never heard of.” – Edward Bernays (1928: 37)
In the process of looking over the milk panels as part of the planning of my study, I quickly
began to contemplate on Arla’s milk panels as educational and/or propagandistic. My memories
of how milk was spoken about in my childhood made me think about milk consumption as an
ideology. An obvious reason for linking milk to propaganda is the magazine Mjölkpropagandan,
a magazine that openly categorises itself as propaganda. As it was then one of the larger actors
on the Swedish food market, Mjölkpropagandan played a crucial role in how norms of health and
diet was first formulated in Sweden (Habel, 2013). The choice of wording on the magazine by
Arla’s predecessor Mjölkcentralen is fascinating, suggesting also that the meaning and
understanding of the ‘propaganda’ itself has changed connotations from that time. Martiin (2010:
213) writes how the term ‘propaganda’ in the 1920-1930s was regarded as synonymous to
information or enlightenment. The idea of propaganda as ‘enlightenment’ is far from how many
people associate propaganda today. Today, many would say they associate propaganda with
disinformation and/or totalitarian states (Vulovic, 2017), a rather accurate association as
propaganda was used by many, if not most of modern day states as a tool to facilitate
modernisation.31 Later, propaganda was used in all types of channels, and as for milk in Sweden,
Mjölkpropagandan was a leading actor. Thus, propaganda played an important role in the
modernisation of Sweden, both for building a national discourse but also for disseminating the
idea of the welfare state and spreading the idea of Folkhemmet.
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The use of the concept, Folkhemmet have traditionally been linked to the Social democratic leader Per Albin Hansson.
However, as Dahlqvist (2002: 445-447) argues, it was not only a concept used by the lift winged parties, it was also used by the
conservative side. So, one might claim that it was sort of a consensus in Swedish politics around this idea of building a Folkhem,
just as there was consensus around the milk industry as I will discuss in chapter 3.4.
30 Folkgemenskap directly translated to ‘communion of the people’ or ‘people’s community’.
31 Propaganda have a long history. However, with the outbreak of the first world war, the use of propaganda began to be used as a
weapon in warfare. According to Welch (2013) the first world war was the starting point of the, what Welch calls “The
propaganda century”.
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I found a suitable definition of propaganda in Propaganda and persuasion (1992) by Jowett and
O’Donell, who define propaganda as a way of communicating a message where the goal is to
influence or give an idea to the recipient that will be of benefit to the instigator, although it might
not be beneficial for the recipient (Jowett, O’Donnell, 1992: 4, 20). propaganda is therefore
neither good or bad, however it can have good or bad intensions depending on the instigators
goal. Jowett and O’Donnell categorize it in three different varieties, (see also Welch, 2013)
white, black and ‘grey’ propaganda. A simple definition is that white propaganda use truth or
‘accurate sources’. Black, on the other hand tends to use false information, lies and fabrications
in order to gain public trust and then grey, of course, is somewhere in between, using a mix of
lies and truths (Jowett, O’Donell, 1992: 8-13). Another scholar within the field of propaganda is
David Welch’s Propaganda: power and persuasion (2013), the difference between propaganda
and for example education, according to Welch, is that while education teaches us how to think
for ourselves, propaganda only intends to teach us what to think (Welch, 2013: 2). A more recent
publication is the Swedish researcher Jimmy Vulovics Propaganda: Historia, teori och analys
(2017), which is partly a practical guidance of how to apply propaganda theory to a study and
how to conduct such a study of propagandistic material. Both Vulovic (2017) and Wealch (2013)
draws examples from how propagandistic strategies were implied by the Nazi-government in
Hitlers Germany, and propaganda is used as an “organised weapon” in modern warfare (Welch,
2013: 15). But, how/if can one use propaganda theory when attempting to understand
propagating for health and food?
As already elaborated in Chapter 2.1.1., I regard nationalism as a historical process, and as an
important element in modernity. Drawing on the ideas of Foucault (2003) the power of
governmental authorities is saturated through the bodies of individuals in society. Distributing
ideas and norms in society of how and what is good for you to consume, therefore also important
mediators of propaganda from the perspective of the state, as Welch writes:
Today the promotion of public health has become as staple subject of propaganda,
from governmental and non-governmental organisations alike, throughout the
world. Public health campaigns are sometimes known as ‘soft’-propaganda.
(Welch, 2013: 114)
A problem I have found with the concept propaganda however, is the rather wide definition
making the term somewhat redundant definition. Bernays (1928) for example, points out how
basically any message which will be of benefit for the actors behind it can be assessed as
propaganda. In Jowett and O’Donnell’s (1992: 8) definition, propaganda comes in many forms
but that “…it is almost always in some form of active ideology”32 Jowett and O’Donnell examine
and defines the two concepts, propaganda and persuasion. Two concepts which have similar
causes and objectives and are in a way synonym to each other. The main difference, according to
Jowett and O’Donnell (1992: 18) is that while propaganda is a form mass persuasion reaching
out on societal level, persuasion is rather a form a communication assessed on an individual
level33.It is on the basis of Jowett and O’Donells definition of propaganda and persuasion that I
draw my assumptions of Arla’s propagandistic features. Therefore, I view Arla’s milk panels as
persuasive rather than propagandistic. As a corporation, Arla seeks to promote an image and
above all maintain an idea of the milk industry as a small-scale and local business. As I will

Furthermore Jowett and O’Donnell also argues: “Whether it is a government agency attempting to instill a massive wave of
patriotism in a national audience to support of war effort, a military leader attempting to frighten the enemy by exaggerating his
or her strength, or a corporation attempting to promote its image in order to maintain its legitimacy among its clientele, there is a
careful and predetermined plan of prefabricated symbol manipulation to communicate to an audience in order to fulfil an
objective.”(Jowett, O’Donell, 1992: 2-3)
33 Persuasion is according to Jowett and O’Donell: “Persuasion is a reciprocal process in which both parties are dependent on the
other.” (Jowett, O’Donell, 1992: 21) The persuader contrary to the propagandist is working under the assumption that their
audience or target is aware and “…has access to information about the other side of a controversial issue…”. (Jowett, O’Donell,
1992: 26) That is, persuasion works under more equal circumstances.
32
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discuss further in Chapter 3 the milk industry has, had a major influence in Swedish society, on a
level which compared to other national corporations, is unique. Milk is more than just a drink, it
is a national identity, or at least that is what the milk companies and other actors in the milk- and
dairy industry continuously have communicated to the citizens of Sweden. However, Arla is at
the same time, continuously conversing with their readers, changing the content of the milk
panels as well as means of messaging. Thus, I find social semiotics to be a suitable mean of
methods in order to analyse the Arla’s milk panels. Social semiotics, regards the changes in
language and the use of language as a constant conversation, rather than a one-way
communication. This view has inspired me to use the term conversations when discussing the
milk panels in Chapter 4. In the following chapter I will explain more thoroughly how I use
social semiotics in my study.

2.2. Methodology
I approached the material inspired by the concept and methodology of social semiotics which I
will first discuss below in this chapter. Thereafter I will proceed to discuss how I have used
Critical discourse analysis to get an overall perception of the empirical material. Finally, I will
go through the material and explain the process of inquiry.

2.2.1. Social semiotics
Arla’s milk panels is a material which combines textual and visual communication. Some panels
are mainly text, some mainly image and some are a combination of both. The theory of
Semiotics, the doctrine of signs and symbols, was first formulated by the scholar Fredrich
Saussure. Saussure’s theory is that language is built up by signs (words) and that these signs in
written form exist above the written language (Inglis, 2012: 166). Language is always contextual
and making sense of words and/or images requires context, e.g. how are words combined or how
are words combined with images. For example, as already discussed above, word propaganda is
a ‘loaded’ word but it has also changed its meaning over time, from being a word more or less
associated simply with information it has become a word which for many brings bad
connotations. Another example of change in meaning drawn from the milk panels studied here,
is the concept of health which in the earlier years of the study is associated with consumption of
milk but later on becomes associated with sports, fitness and consuming other health foods.
A subsequent category of semiotics is social semiotics. Social semiotics recognise, contrary to
the predecessor semiotics, that language is not only a structure of rules shaping society, but
rather that language is reciprocal e.g. it is both shaped by and shapes society (Van Leuween,
2005: 47). Van Leuween (2005: 93) defines social semiotics as an exploration of two issues “…
the material recourses of communication and the way their uses are socially regulated”. A social
semiotic study first of all needs to establish the empirical materials semiotic resources meaning
the “actions or artefacts” we use to communicate. (idem: 4; see also Thibault, 1991: 119). In
terms of this thesis, the semiotic resources are both the particular space that Arla’s milk panels
provides but also the images and texts that is uses on them. However, the reader will also create
his/her own meaning. The milk panels are also memorised created a very specific dynamic with
the reader, something of which Arla is well aware as they use references to old panels frequently.
On the basis of social semiotic theory, I proceed from the idea that language is created in social
processes and that language is an active part in creating social norms as well as an important
factor in structural changes. I see language as dependent on several actors in order to change.
Language is in no way neutral, rather it continually shapes our idea of the world, as well as that
our idea of the world continues the reshape language. With this in mind, I argue that the
historical debates and the milk Swedish milk industries development is therefore crucial to
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examine in order to understand and analyze the messages on the milk panels. The conversations
on Arla’s milk panels are embedded in the reciprocal relationship between societal debates, the
individual reader and the instigator (Arla). As such they also relate to how Arla negotiates
societal debates and also positions themselves in relation to these. Thus, I will use the term
‘conversation’ or ‘conversations’ when referring to the textual and visual content on the milk
panels as I, in relation to the theoretical approach social semiotics, recognize the panels as a
conversation between author (Arla) and recipient (the customer/reader).

2.2.2. Methodology and Critical discourse analysis
As I view Arla’s milk panels as conversations, I will use the term ‘conversation’ or
‘conversations’ when referring to the textual and visual content on the milk panels. As, I argued
above in the explanation on Social semiotics, I view Arla’s milk panels as conversations.
Therefore, I will rather use the term conversation analysis as synonymous but a preferred term
over Critical discourse analysis (conversation analysis as used here is not to be confused with
conversation analysis used in anthropological studies when analysing interviews or audio
material). Critical discourse analysis is a methodology which analyses the relationship between
language, power and ideology thus it is well embedded with the conceptual interest here in
nationalism, modernism, propaganda and ‘biopower’ as explained above. Critical discourse
analysis seeks to dismantle texts and language in order to distinguish power relations and other
ideological meanings. Norman Fairclough a scholar deeply associated with the field of Critical
discourse analysis writes that in relation to the ordinary discourse analysis, in Critical discourse
analysis there is an awareness of the relation of discourses and other social processes.
(Fairclough, 2010: 10-11).
The aim of conducting a conversation analysis here is to analyse the textual and visual data of
Arla’s milk panels which will provide an outline of the regularities of certain conversations. The
conversation-analysis is not designed in terms of quantitative analyses, e.g. counting the number
of times a certain word or category is mentioned or how they are combined with each other. The
methodology is based on trying the identify key themes in the conversations on Arla’s milk
panels. The word milk could therefore be mentioned eight times on one package but will only be
counted for as one (See Appendix 1). Furthermore, I am foremost interested in the individuality
of the panels, therefore a panel will only be counted once. To clarify, in the physical and digital
archives, the panels sometimes appear twice in a folder, these panels will only be counted once.
As my aim is to examine the what and how, what messages is Arla sending to the recipients and
how conversation is constructed, the question of how the recipients receives and interprets the
conversation is not of main concern in this study. Just as interesting to examine what
conversations occur on the packages is it to see what narratives does not occur. From a
contextual point it is also interesting to see changes over time, where some narratives have been
ignored one another year they are very important.

2.2.3. Material
I have confined my study to five separate years, one year every decade since they first started
publishing the milk panels. The first years of panels, 1975, only produced around ten panels.
Therefore, I choose the start my study on the second year of milk panels, 1976. The other years
then follow every decade; 1986, 1996, 2006 and 2016. The empirical data from the years 1976,
1986 and 1996 has been retrieved at the Centrum för Näringslivshistoria (Center for business
history), CfN, archive in Bromma, Stockholm. The 2006 years panels were retrieved digitally on
Arla’s official website. The milk panels from 2016 had not been published at Arla’s official
website, the panels from 2016 was therefore sent to me digitally from Gunilla Eriksson, head of
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milk panels at Arla foods 34. The Milk panels from 1976 appears only in one folder, MJÖLK
paneler Arla 1975 tom 1980 (Milk panels Arla 1975 til 1980) at Centrum för Näringslivshistoria.
From the year 1976, 56 individual panels were retrieved, and the panels are sorted by weeks of
release inside the folder. The other examined years Milk panels from 1986 was found in the
folder Mjölk paneler Arla 1985-1990. In 1986, 92 individual milk panels occurred on the
packages. Milk panels from 1996 was found in the folder Paneler 1994-1997. The panels in this
folder was sorted backwards, that is the folder starts with 1997. I have sorted the panels in
monthly order just like the other years, starting with January. In the year 1996, 127 individual
milk panels occurred on the packages. The digital panels 2006 and 2016 has by Arla been sorted
by month on their webpage. 2006 years panels were accessed through Arla’s website, on which
they are published and publicly available. However, when I first began to collect my empirical
material, not all of the panels from 2006 had been uploaded yet. Therefore, they were sent to me
digitally by Gunilla Eriksson, Arla’s head of milk panels. On the website today 35, the panels from
October and November are missing, the other are however available. 2016 years panels were
first sent digitally to me from Arla’s current head of milk panels, Gunilla Eriksson. I got access
to them via their project management tool Trello, from where I downloaded them to my
computer. Although later, during the months of December 2017 and January 2018 Arla
published the panels on their website and can since then and at present be accessed through
there36. 1976 years panels are the only year were the panels have been numbered beforehand, I
therefore have numbered them according to the records. As for the other panels found in the
folders at CfN, 1986 and 1996 as well as the panels found digitally, 2006 and 2016, they were all
unnumbered and sorted by weeks or month of release. I have therefore numbered each panel
myself in order of appearance in the folder and/or on the website. In the folder with the prenumbered panels from 1976, four panels were seemingly missing, they are therefore called
‘missing’ in the table (see Appendix). 37
I started by gathering data through writing down categories which appeared as I viewed the
panels, such as “milk” “Nature” “facts” “Sweden” “Recipes”, the categories would be either a
theme of the conversation or a form of the conversation. After gathering the empirical data from
1976, 1986, 1996, 2006 and 2016 I reviewed the data and thereafter sorted them into five
categorizes based on the themes “consumption” “Production” “Landscape and environment”
“Children” and “Experts”. As I became more acquainted with the material and also built up more
background knowledge based on the review presented in Chapter 1.4 I scrutinised my original
first categorisations. I then ended up with seven categorical chapters, which in my opinion
represent not only themes appearing on the milk panels but also themes conversing with societal
debates or discourses, historical or contemporary. Thus, in Chapter 4, I will be presenting the
panels thematically and not chronologically.
My intention was to include images of the panels in this thesis. However, due to copyright issues
the process took more time then I had estimated and therefore I had to make the decision to not
have images of panels included in this thesis. Furthermore, I will exemplify the panels by
quoting them. However, as they are originally written in Swedish I will translate them directly in
the text and post the original quote in a footnote.
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The panels from 2016 have been published officially now (2018-05-29)
Arla foods. [R n.d.,]. Milk panels 2006. https://www.arla.se/arlakadabra/mjolkbaksidor/2006/ (Accessed 2018-03-26)
36 Arla foods. [R n.d.,]. Milk panels 2016. https://www.arla.se/arlakadabra/mjolkbaksidor/2016/ (Accessed 2018-03-26)
37 There is also and additional separate folder for what Arla calls, farmer panels. These panels differ slightly from the other
regular milk panels as they all address farming in different ways, either interviews with Arla farmers or info about Arla farms in
terms of location and production. They can also address topics related to farming, specifically dairy farming. The panels in this
folder all appear in the other folders as well. Therefore, these are not counted for in this thesis.
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3. In the beginning there was milk

In the beginning, there must have been milk. As first sustenance of all mammals,
not just humans, we know that milk has been around for a very long time. There
is no question that it has been valued as a building block of civilisations.
(Valenze, 2011: 13)
A mammal is recognized by several features, one is that the female feed their offspring with milk
they themselves provide and produce through their own body. As a human and mammal, most of
us begin our lives suckling milk from our mothers’ breasts. Thus, for many individuals and
organisms, milk was the beginning of life. But milk also represents another beginning; namely
the beginning of human use of milk from other species than our own, such as goats, horses and
cows. The timing and process when use of animal milk for human consumption began is
different depending on geographical area38 (Valenze, 2011; 29). Regardless of how and when
animal milk production and consumption started, it is clear that milk from other mammals have
been an important food and source of nutrition for a very long time in many regions.

3.1. Magical milk
In ancient (mostly western) societies, milk was not a surplus commodity and was considered to
be a product of luxury. To drink fresh milk was not a usual habit among most humans in the
ancient world, milk was rather a base product which was refined into ghee or cheese. Milk was
often cherished as a divine drink, served at religious ceremonies as an offering (Valenze, 2011:
16-21). Valenzes history of milk traces the debates on milk back to ancient religious and
mythical stories 39 where, according to Valenze, milk was described as something mythical,
powerful and magical (Valenze, 2011: 19). This idea of milk as magical has, according to
Valenze (2011: 38) persisted in many Europeans cultures, it is still, in some manner, considered
‘divine’ and ‘sacred 40(idem). In the late 19th century and early 20th century milk was often
prescribed for medicinal purposes. In Sweden the reputation of milk has been particularly strong
because, as I mentioned in Chapter 2.1.1, Swedish child care basically originated from ‘Milk
activism’ or the philanthropic organisation Mjölkdropparna (Jönsson, 2005: 31). As already
discussed in the introduction most Swedes from mid 20th century and until very recently have
been growing up drinking milk. Historically, consumption of milk and dairy has varied greatly
depending on geographical area. The long-term consumption of milk in Scandinavia and Europe
has made people, especially from western societies more tolerable to milk and dairy.
Consumption of dairy-products in northern regions goes back a long time, possibly because milk
was an important source of vitamin D during the dark months of the year. Thus, due to low
exposure to sun-light during winter-time, people in northern regions such as Scandinavia may
have developed lactose-tolerance (Valenze, 2011: 31). On a global scale, most of the human
Recent research using isotope analysis, shows that in many areas animal husbandry, shows that many societies “…followed a
mixed form of economy, relying on some nomadic pastoral activities while cultivating grains” (Valenze, 2011; 29).
39 Such as the Greek/roman mythological story of Hera/Juno and the Herkules/Herakles child, were the milk of the goddess Juno
helped the half-god Herakles baby to gain the full strength of a god (Valenze, 2011: 19).
40Even in societies where milk-drinking was a habitual element milk could be upheld as a sacred drink, such as Mongolian
societies. Valenze, (2011: 38) exemplifies Franciscan reports which describe the Mongolians of being “avid milk-drinkers”.
38
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population do not have the enzyme to digest milk. Valenze (idem) draws a parallel to geography
since lactose-tolerance is more common further away from the equator. Milk and other foods that
derive from animals, have in regions, such as Scandinavia been crucial for survival (idem). Du
Puis argues that this link between milk and whiteness, has further added to the ‘perfection’ of
milk in western society:
The privileged discourse about the perfection of milk has left out those people –
mostly people of colour- who are generally lactose intolerant. The perfect
whiteness of this food and the white body genetically capable of digesting it in
large quantities become linked. By declaring milk perfect, white northern
Europeans announced their own perfection. (DuPuis, 2002: 11)
The magical milk is thus only magical for a portion of the global population. In the article The
Unbearable Whiteness of Milk: Food Oppression and the USDA (2013) Andrea Freeman argues
that American public health recommendations, which for a long time has upheld milk as an
important food for human diet, have caused significant consequence in public health, specifically
among people of colour, where lactose-intolerance is more common. Furthermore, lactoseintolerance have in many western societies been labelled as an abnormality, which again
reinforces racism. (Freeman, 2013: 1262)
The idea of milk as magical has in some ways survived in modern day thinking, although in
different format. Today, the magic lies in the nutritional value that producers continuously stress
in their marketing. Early on, the milk industry propagated for milk consumption with health as
the main argument (see Chapter 4). The status of Milk, in the western context is not the same as
it once was in the mid 20th century when it was also linked with modernism and nationalism as
discussed in Chapter 2. Despite the decline of milk consumption in Sweden and western
countries the milk industry is still growing, now specially in developing countries, therefore in
western countries there has been a significant increase of milk goods for exportation, such as
dried milk (Wiley, 2007) suggesting a continued strong link between modernism and milk also in
low income countries.

3.2. Natures nutrition or dangerous dairy?
For the last 100 years, milk has in western society, been celebrated as a crucial and important
source of nutrition. But, as many scholars have shown, in the early stages of its industrial
journey, milk was a major source for the spread of infectious disease, typhoid being one example
(Hirdman, 1983; Atkins, 1992; Du Puis, 2002; Valenze, 2011;). The link between milk and
spread of infectious disease was, according to Valenze (2011: 210), something that people were
generally aware of. As Valenze writes in the historical expose of milk drinking:
In fact, milk was more often associated in the public mind with disease at the turn
of the century. The seemingly innocent white liquid was known to soak up and
incubate germs as any laboratory petrie dish. (Valenze, 2011: 210)
The role of milk in the early industrial diary phase, was thus rather conflicted, magical but also
infectious. Despite the potential of milk being a bacterial and infectious hazard,41 at the same
time, in many parts of the western world milk was for example used as a substitute for
breastfeeding infants (Hirdman, 1983: 173 – 175; DuPuis, 2002: 46 – 66; Valenze, 2011: 161 –
162) The populous urban areas had great problems of health and hygiene and were particularly
susceptible, which in the United States was visible in records of infant mortality. Du Puis
(2002:19) estimates that 50 percent of children born in the cities would die before the age of five.
41

In the article, White poison? the social consequences of milk consumption, 1850–1930 (1992) Peter Atkins aim to provide
evidence of social consequences due to an increase of milk consumption.
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Similar to the big cities of the United States 42(Du Puis, 2002), Stockholm city provided their
citizens with milk from milk sheds in the city. These sheds were badly maintained with sick and
undernourished animals, which contaminated the milk. Milk could also be distributed from rural
areas which foremost went to be sold on market places. There were also milk merchants who
sold milk from small shops in the city (Hirdman, 1983: 173). The unsanitary and dangerous
condition of milk at the time had much to do with unclean containers, transports without cooling
systems and the number of middle-hands handling the milk. In addition to the lack of hygiene, it
was not unusual that milk merchants would dilute the milk with water or mix fresh milk with old
milk, in order to increase sales and profit. Most of all, this would affect the poorer areas in the
city, especially the more vulnerable infants, who, as I earlier stated, often were fed with cow
milk (Hirdman, 1983: 173 – 175; DuPuis, 2002: 46 – 66; Valenze, 2011: 161 – 162). Despite the
linkages between milk and disease in the emerging dairy industry, milk consumption endured
and is, to this day, a norm and a given for modern western consumers. In order for milk to
become the saleable commodity it is today, the diary production needed to become more
hygienic. The ability of milk to support a quick bacterial growth was the biggest problem to
solve. In the 1860s, Louis Pasteur managed to delay the bacterial growth in liquids, by heating
the liquid up and thereafter quickly cooling it down. By this process of heating and cooling
Pasteur had discovered the art of pasteurisation (Du Puis, 2002: 77; Valenze, 2011: 211). This
history is also brought up in one the Arla milk panels in 2017, where Arla asks if not this is “The
worlds tastiest discovery?”43. In The pasteurization of France, Bruno Latour (1988: 35)
comments on Louis Pasteur’s revolutionary discovery:
We cannot form society alone. We have to add the actions of the microbes. We
cannot understand anything about Pasteurism if we do not realize that it has
reorganized society in a different way. (Latour, 1988; 35)
Latour is right, pasteurisation would eventually revolutionize the milk industry, but it was a slow
and complex process. In Latours actor-network analysis of pasteurisation the transformation was
dependent on many actors in order to succeed. Lee (2005) who is also influenced by Latour, has
done a similar study on the transition towards pasteurisation of the Swedish dairy industry.
Though it was widely known that milk was a source of contagion was a well-known fact at the
end of 19th century, many were still suspicious against pasteurisation. In Sweden, the debate
about pasteurisation began in the 1880s and continued until the 1930s, when the law of
mandatory pasteurisation came in use in 1939 (Lee, 2005: 175). The debates for or against
pasteurisation in Sweden were similar to other debates all over Europe (also the United States).
Mendelson paraphrases the two-sided debate in the article ’In Bacteria Land’ with two slogans,
on the one side ‘Raw milk kills’ and on the other ‘Dirty milk kills’ (Mendelson, 2011: 35 - 37).
In Sweden, the main focus for the anti-pasteurisation side was to improve the production process
in terms of hygiene, cow health and in providing information of how to handle milk in your
home (Lee, 2005: 175). Actors like the magazine Mjölkpropagandan positioned themselves
against pasteurisation, arguing that hygiene was the most crucial element when keeping the milk
safe (Martiin, 2010: 226). As Lee (2005) discuss, it took time to convince enough actors in the
diary-industry, as well as state and governmental agencies, to propose and decide on a law of
pasteurisation. However, as Mendelson (2011: 35-37) argues, pasteurisation was not in itself
responsible, the combination of increased hygiene was of equal important in the transformation
of making the milk-industry safe. As Mendelson writes, an aspect that many forget, is that
pasteurised milk is not a synonymous to ‘clean’ milk:
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In the United States, so called milk sheds was introduced in the bigger cities, for example New York City and Chicago. In
order to meet the public demand for fresh milk, these milk sheds mad it possible to produce local and fresh milk for people living
in the urban areas. However, the urban milk sheds were unsanitary and made milk to “…an incredibly dangerous food.” (DuPuis,
2002: 19)
43 Arla milk panel. 2017. “Världens godaste upptäckt” 2017-mjölkbaksidor2017_feb Feburary. 2017-mjölkbaksidor2017_feb
https://www.arla.se/arlakadabra/mjolkbaksidor/2017/ (Accessed 2018-05-24)
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No pasteurization method will permanently eliminate all pathogens. Milk is as
good a growth medium for bacteria after heat treatment as before. (Mendelson,
2011: 39)
Thus, hygiene and pasteurization should both be recognized as important factors in the process
of making milk a safe product. However, what is also important is that even though all milk in
Sweden is now pasteurised since the law of pasteurisation in 1939, it is not necessarily equal to
clean milk. As other commodities, milk production transformed into an industry during the late
western industrialisation, late 19th century and early 20th century (Valenze, 2011: 231). This
change also brought forward other changes. Valenze summarises this rather well:
Once the pasteurization process had been made efficient by technological means, the
road to mass consumption had been cleared. In the long run, this meant that small
farmers would suffer and large ones would prosper. (Valenze, 2011: 231)
Pasteurisation transformed fresh milk to a saleable commodity on a commercial level. In order
for a fresh milk industry to thrive and expand it was a necessity for the producers to exterminate
the infectious threat and to ensure a more long-lasting product.44
Despite the risk of disease, milk was for long upheld as nutritious food, vital for your health and
vital for growing children. The connections between milk and health has persisted to modern
day, as I will further discuss and exemplify in chapter 4.1.3 However, recent discussions along
with newly conducted research is now questioning milk as a nutritious and healthy commodity
(Booth, 2015; Chen, 2012; Stonehouse, 2016). For example, a report from Uppsala University
released in 2014, saw a connection between mortality and high intake of milk (Michaëlsson,
Wolk, Langenskiöld, Basu, Warensjö Lemming, Melhus, Byberg, 2014). The report received a
lot of attention in media, among other The Washington Post (Phillip, 2014) and the NY Daily
News (Engel, 2014). The report and ensuing debate, spurred both skepticism and critiques
against milk consumption.

3.3. Swedish dairy: from rural to urban
In the late 19th century the first cooperative milk company was founded in Denmark. Soon
various similar cooperative companies within the milk and dairy industry was founded all over
Europe (Empson, 1998: 77). The situation in the urban areas with lack of hygiene, food-cheating
and the spread of TBE, combined with a general situation of poverty and starvation made the
Swedish milk production (and the handling of other foods as well) a political matter. In 1883
guiding regulations and laws on milk production were issued but the problems remained in the
urban areas. In 1886 Stockholms Mjölkkommission was formed, it was a non-profit group of
people, doctors, chemists and distributors who sought to monitor the milk market in order to
increase the sales of good milk. This resulted in ‘milk controls’ and the milk that was approved
was later sold under the name “barnmjölk” (childrens milk) or “Kontrollmjölk” (controlled milk)
(Hirdman,1983: 178-179). In 1911 a new law passes in Sweden which forbade milk to be sold
out on the streets and from market places, milk now had to be sold from specific milk shops
(Hirdman, 1983). These laws and health regulations, together with pasteurisation as discussed
above, were instrumental in shaping a saleable product and in creating and dairy industry.
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Pasteurisation was not the only facilitator for the industrialisation of the dairy industry. Other factors have of course been of
up-most importance to make the industry thrive, one of such is altering the cows’ ability to produce milk. One of the earliest
examples of an expanded dairy production took place long before pasteurisation, in the 17th century Netherlands. Due to an
extended demand for diary supply the Dutch farmers began a process of altering the amount of dairy one cow could produce.
This proved to be a cost-effective procedure, where farmers could keep the same number of cows and at the same time produce a
larger amount of milk (Valenze, 2011: 88-90).
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In the early 20th century Swedish agriculture was still prominently built on small-scale farming.
The increasing demand for agriculture products, including milk and dairy, was a direct
consequence of the industrialisation and urbanisation. The increase of urban population opened
up for a wider market in the cities. Thus, an increasing amount of people went from being mainly
producers of agricultural products to becoming consumers (Martiin, 2010: 215-218). By the end
of the 19th century the small-scale farmers that sought business in the cities increased rapidly,
affecting also the diary. The prices of the market became heavily pressed by private mediators
selling milk in the cities and the competition lead to that little profit was left to the farmer. By
the 26th of April 1915 Lantmännens Mjölkförsäljningsförening more known as Mjölkcentralen
was founded on a meeting in Stockholm. The purpose of the cooperation was to give dairy
farmers a reasonable profitability, avoid competition between farmers and at the same time offer
a healthy and safe product (Gottliebssen, 1990; 2).
Under the name Mjölkcentralen business went on until 1975 when the company changed their
name to Arla (also the same year as Arla began with the milk panels). In 2000, Swedish Arla and
the Danish company MD foods merged to become on company, Arla foods. Today Arla is no
longer just as Swedish cooperative company, Arla or Arla foods as a European milk corporation
with shareholding farmers in seven European countries which except from Sweden includes,
Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Luxemburg, The Netherlands and UK. Arla is today, one of the
biggest dairy companies in the world.
The development of the Swedish milk- and dairy industry and milk drinking was intimately
linked with modernism and also by extension nationalism (see discussion in Chapter 2). A
consequence of the urban growth was naturally a decline in population in the rural areas. The
need of keeping the rural areas alive and thriving developed at this point. Feeding the population
with grains was no longer the answer, a therefore a new industry was needed, milk and dairy
came to be the answer. Developing the corporation and the organisation such as
Mjölkpropagandan was also a response to an economic decline and abandonment of the rural
areas, thus the dairy industry was a way to maintain the old agrarian society.

3.4. Marketing the vital white
Few sectors have been as closely linked to the Swedish welfare system as the dairy sector. This
has for a long time put Arla, and other milk corporations, in a bisectional position, acting as a
cooperative capitalist company while at the same time being a strong actor inside the welfare
system. The relationship between welfare and milk is recognized by Tobias Linné, scholar in the
science of media and communication. Linné writes in the article Cows on Facebook and
Instagram: Interspecies Intimacy in the Social Media Spaces of the Swedish Dairy Industry, that
“Milk was an important ingredient of the construction of the Swedish welfare state” (Linné,
2016: 721). The relationship recently became apparent with the responses to an economic crisis
amongst milk producers due to the low prices of milk which caused many farmers to quit their
farms, as written by Linné (2016; 721):
In 2015, cut downs among Swedish dairy producers saw a consensus from right to
left in Swedish politics about the importance of ensuring the future of Swedish
dairy production—often described as the heart of the whole agricultural sector—
and recommending state interventions to keep prices up.
State intervention in the milk industry has not only occurred in Sweden, it has also occurred in
Britain, to again refer to the research of Atkins (2015A; 2015B) Atkins discuss, whether the
implementation of milk in schools were conducted in order to feed the children or feed the
farmers (Atkins, 2005A). As consumerism increased, so did commercialization of products. Not
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long after dairy corporations had been founded in Sweden, the organisation Mjölkpropagandan45
was founded in 1923. Mjölkpropagandan hade the aim to increase sales, consumption and
production of milk and dairy products. The following year 1924 their magazine with the same
name, Mjölkpropagandan, was released. The organisation started on the initiative of
Mjölkcentralen (Former name of Arla) along with individual members of society such as vets,
dairy producers and doctors (Habel, 2013: 55). By organising people of high rank in society,
Mjölkpropagandan soon improved its legitimacy and according to Martiin (2010: 213) also
developed into a “minor popular movement” 46. Martiin writes that in the 1930s in Sweden
“…consumers were urgently requested to buy as much dairy products as possible.” (2010; 227).
This rhetoric which occurred in Mjölkpropagandan and among similar actors at the time,
suggested that consuming milk was not only beneficial for you and your health, but that when
purchasing milk, you also supported your local farmer, as Martiin puts it “dairy production and
consumption became a Swedish duty”. (Martiin, 2010; 227)
…the Milk Propaganda is one of many examples of cooperation between industry
and politicians during the early stages of building of the Swedish welfare state.
(Martiin, 2010: 215)
By going through the photographic archives of Mjölkpropagandan Habel (2011) has examined
the use of public participation campaigns as a market strategy by Mjölkpropagandan. In the
1920s, public participatory Milk and/or Cheese weeks was held in Swedish cities, which among
other contained lectures and film screening (Habel, 2011; 101). In the 1920, public participatory
Milk and/or Cheese weeks was held in Swedish cities, which among other contained lectures and
film screening (Habel, 2011; 101). Early on, milk companies and propagators operated through
several different medias to propagate for the consumption of milk and dairy products. One
example is the song “coffee without cream”, a song that was widespread and well know but
which in fact was actually PR for the Mjölkcentralen product 47. Another example are the milkbus tours arranged by Mjölkpropagandan in the 1920s. The milk-buses would go on tours in
Sweden, visiting large and small cities, where they would organize milk-events for the local
population. The bus would usually stay for a week at the location and called it the “milk week”,
sort of a pop-up festival, opening up a temporary milk bar where they would hand out milk for
free and organising competitions for the local population (Habel, 2013 )
The milk sold from Mjölkcentralen was controlled, and Mjölkcentralen put a lot of effort into
assuring to the consumers that the milk was safe. Mjölkcentralen used a protection mark
picturing a milk-maid which they called Flickan med kon (the girl with the cow), picturing a
young woman milking a cow,48. The milk maid iconography is not solely a Swedish
phenomenon, also in the U.S. the image was used, although as Du Puis (2002) writes, she
represented the old agrarian past and was foremost used in marketing in 19th and early 20th
century:
The milkmaid represented someone who was a caretaker, a tender of nature, not
simply a source of energy… The white-capped milker is a standardized being
producing a standardized service, as organized by science. (Du Puis, 2002: 128)

45

Similar marketing organisations was established in other Western countries such as The Milk Marketing Board in England
which operated between 1933-1994 to “…control milk production and distribution.” (Welch, 2013: 129)
46 Mjölkpropagandan was at first not involved with or cooperating with the bigger associations in the industry, such as SAL,
Sveriges Allmänna Lantbrukssällskap, and RLF, Riksförbundet Landsbygdens Folk. Mjölkpropagandan, unlike the bigger
organisations, did not propagate for a state intervention regarding the milk question (Martiin, 2010; 222, 228).
47
The promotional song was produced by Mjölkcentralen in 1938 and translates to ‘Coffee without cream’, The lyrics is about
the symbioses of coffee and cream: “coffee without cream is like love without kissing”. Mjölkcentralen’s label is also mentioned
in the song saying, “It should be naturgrädde, protection mark the girl with the cow”, protection mark meaning that the milk was
controlled and safe to consume.
48 The girl with the cow had been used as a protection mark by Stockholms Mjölkförsäljnings AB since 1887.
https://www.arla.se/produkter/arla-ko/historien-om-arla-ko/1887-1915/ (Accessed 2018-05-28)
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When standardisation of the U.S. milk industry occurred, the marketing channels changed their
imagery. In Sweden however, the milk-maid was, as stated, for long associated with clean and
safe milk. However, in the 1940s the girl was cut out from the logo, leaving a red stylized cow as
the new logo of Mjölkcentralen (former Arla)49.
Swedes have now been exposed to the dairy industries marketing for almost a century and today
we can still can see the fragments of the Mjölkpropagandan marketing “…in the form of
promotional messages on the milk cartons…” (Martiin, 2010; 222). Marketing strategies today
has of course adjusted to the technological development, using several different medias and
platforms to propagate their products. Contemporary marketing/propaganda is mediated through
digital and social medias such as Instagram and Facebook. One of Arla’s more prominent
marketing campaigns is Bregottfabriken, where you can follow the cows in the ‘Bregottfactory’
(the name of Arla’s butter brand). In the commercials the Bregottfabriken is always pictured as a
lush, green landscape were cows. The factory is pictured in Tv-commercials, billboards and
most recently the factory has their own Instagram account which regularly updates on the ‘daily
life’ in the factory showing cows in lush green open Swedish landscapes, always sunny and
always in high summer (Linné, 2016).

3.5. White welfare
Many scholars have recognized the close link between schools and the milk industry. In Britain,
social organisations began to offer free milk to children as early as the 1920s. (Atkins, 2005: 57)
Shortly after, milk began to be served for free in schools, this due to its understood highly
nutritional value to decrease malnutrition, which at the time was a common problem among
many children in early 20th century England. Atkins (2005) recalls his own experience of school
milk when he grew up in the 1940s-1950s England:
Personally, I can still recall the sickly odour of the lukewarm milk that I drank
through straws from small bottles holding on third of a pint, a ritual that I must
have experienced on more than two thousand occasions. (Atkins, 2005: 57)
Alongside milk, British schools also started with medicinal inspections which according to
Atkins “marked the beginning of the construction of the welfare state.” (Atkins, 2007: 395) 50.
The health aspects of milk were not the only or main reason for the British state to introduce
milk schemes in schools, As Atkins (2015A; 2015B) show, the implementation of school milk
was mainly driven by economic interest rather than interest of welfare. Du Puis (2002: 114)
draws an equal conclusion regarding the milk- and dairy industry and the United States, stating
that milk in schools was “not simply a health programme, it was a farmer income programme.”.
In Australia school milk was also implemented mainly for economic reasons, marketed towards
children when sales were low as a product with beneficial nutrients (Thorley, 2016). In Sweden
free school milk was implemented in 1946, which Jönsson (2005) discuss in his dissertation.
Jönsson points out that few environments are as heavily regulated as those within schools, the
only exception in terms of advertisement are the signs of milk companies on the milk
refrigerators in the school cafeterias.51 According to Jönsson (2005: 29-33), this marketing has
been accepted and overlooked due to the historical background and development of the dairy
industry and he lists several reasons for this. First of all, the Swedish diary industry transitioned
from privately owned businesses to cooperative businesses. Due to advertisement proclaiming
milk as a healthy source of nutrition that would end malnutrition, (which were conclusions and
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https://www.arla.se/produkter/arla-ko/historien-om-arla-ko/1940/ (2018-04-10)
A similar development occurred in Sweden, albeit almost half a century later.
51 Note that this was the reality when Jönsson wrote his book in 2005, today the milk companies are no longer aloud to market
milk with their logo in schools.
50
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statements made and/or supported by contemporary scientists), helped the industry to expanded
further. The organisation Mjölkpropagandan also targeted a lot of their marketing towards
schools, with special school programs (Jönsson, 2005: 29-33). In addition to this
Mjölkpropagandan was not only supported by the milk- and dairy industry, they were also
supported by the Swedish government. This was nothing controversial since “…all parties shared
a positive attitude towards dairy goods.” (Jönsson, 2005: 35). Another aspect was that the
ordinary press demonstrated a positive posture to milk. Finally, Jönsson argues that milk, in
contrast to other proclaimed healthy foods actually tasted good, which would make it more
attractive and saleable52. (Jönsson, 2005: 37) Besides being a main actor on the Swedish milkand dairy market, Arla have had access to advertise inside schools as well as conducting targeted
marketing towards schools and children for a long time. According to Jönsson, these factors are
the contributors in creating the milk industry’s unrestricted position which have granted milk and
dairy companies visibility and marketing space in rooms, such as schools, where marketing
otherwise is heavily restrained. The European union have until this day a special milk
contribution to all schools that serve milk within the European Union53.
In addition to the aspect presented by Jönsson, I would like to add a few more important factors
to why the Swedish milk industry, for long have upheld an unquestioned position and authority
in the Swedish society. The rise of popular movements and the development of the Swedish
welfare system in the early 20th century, are also important factors of how the Swedish milk
industry developed. The Swedish popular movements unified Swedish people and acted like a
peaceful revolution in Sweden, and as quoted in Chapter 3.5. Martiin (2010: 213) argues that
Mjölkpropagandan actually became like a popular movement. Along with the popular
movements came also the political labour movements which spurred the idea of Folkhemmet,
which I discussed in Chapter 2.1.1. On the basis of words like equality, the political climate in
Sweden was driven by ideas of a strong, equal and unified nation. Although, as I mentioned in
2.1.1, not all people were included in this unity.
All of these factors mentioned above are crucial to understand why milk became vital in Swedish
society and why some of its history is also echoed in the milk panels. Having now given a
presentation on the context of the milk panels and also laid out linkages with both nationalismmodernism, welfare state, propaganda and marketing, I will now introduce you to the milk
panels and its conversations.

I disclaim Jönsson’s statement that “the good taste of milk” is a factor, because taste is first of all cultural, I mean that the fact
that it tastes good to many could very much be a consequence of the marketing itself.
53 “The EU School Milk Scheme is intended to encourage consumption among children of healthy dairy products containing
important vitamins and minerals. First established in 1977, the scheme not only has a nutritional character, but also an
educational character and therefore helps contribute to the fight against obesity among children. The School Milk Scheme is there
to provide quality products for children, to contribute to a healthy way of living and to nutritional education with better
knowledge of products.” Quoted from: https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/milk/school-milk-scheme_en (Accessed 2018-05-10)
52
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4. Conversations

After this long introduction to the field of milk- and dairy history, explaining my own interest
and how it led me down the path to explore the field myself, it is now time to turn the eyes to the
panels themselves. As already discussed in the introduction I see the panels as conversations
between instigator and recipients. The content of the conversations on the panels shows signs
and representations, visually and textually and these will be the focus of my study. There are
many possible ways to structure the analyses of the panels. As I study these panels over time, my
intention with the form chosen is to allow the panels to converse with each other. I will,
therefore, present these panels thematically, based on key themes appearing in the conversations
over time. Below I will review the various panels in more detail and also comment on changes in
content over time, connecting them to broader societal concerns. I will also comment on the
rhetorical quality of the historical texts and images in terms of how they contribute to building a
discourse around milk. The logics of thematization is explained in detail in Chapter 2.2.3 and
will therefore not be repeated here. To facilitate the reading of this chapter I have divided the
chapter into two main parts of which I call first Consumer conversations and second Corporation
Conversations. In 4.1. Consumer conversations, the conversations analysed are mainly issued
around talk about the consumer, where Arla either directly turn to the consumer and posts
consumer related topics, such as how to handle milk or how to exercise and eat healthy further
has four subsequent chapters. First chapter 4.1.1 Panels of the past, exemplifies the
conversations of history, either history connected to milk or history overall. I felt the need of this
chapter as the more I read up on milk marketing, milk debates and the history of milk and dairy
consumption and production, I realised that contemporary debates and marketing still is deeply
inflicted by the history of dairy and how dairy has been discussed over the last century. A
historical legacy can therefore be detected in many more of the panels, therefore this chapter
specifically focus on the panels directly using history. Second chapter 4.1.2. ‘Bad’ or ‘Good’
milk examined the panels with messages of how to consume milk. Chapter 4.1.3. Healthy
discussions, gives examples on different conversations on health which feature on the panels.
Some which directly stress the healthiness of milk and dairy products, other which feature health
discussions on a more general manner. 4.1.4. Targeting children, I exemplify how Arla target
children on the panels. The second part, 4.2. Corporation conversation contains three subsequent
chapters where I discuss conversation which take on subjects which are producers related and
societal, such as how the producers in the industry work, how Arla I organised as a company but
also how to help save the environment for example. Chapter 4.2.1. Happy cows and friendly
farmers, examine conversations which feature the producers behind milk, namely cows and
farmers. The chapter exemplifies how the cow-farmer relationship is pictured on the panels. Fifth
chapter 4.2.2. Corporation conversations, further exemplifies panels discussing the producer,
although with the focus on Arla as the big company. In chapter 4.2.3. Environmental education, I
examine and give examples on how Arla picture themselves as an environmental aware and
environmental friendly company.

4.1.

Consumers conversations

Arla use their panels to speak directly to their consumers, in this chapter conversations which
relates and targets Arla’s consumers are examined. “The milk is talking” Du Puis (2002)
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commented when studying how American milk used their packages to print texts and images
with informative and promoting content of why milk was good to consume. The conversations
on Arla’s milk panels are speaking directly to their consumers. Messages of why and how you
should consume Arla’s milk is brought up often, but also tips on other foods to eat, recipes and
exercising tips are issued. As an introduction to the analysis I would like to begin by
exemplifying how Arla over the years have discussed their own past and the past of Sweden on
the panels. Beginning in the past, my analysis will start by looking at conversations on the milk
panels which use historical references and reminiscence of the past. I argue that these historical
references set the foundation of the milk norm, a convincing argument of milk consumption, we
consume it because we always have. The historical legacy of unsanitary milk has also triggered
Arla to educate their consumers on how the handle milk correctly. The healthiness of milk is
another conversation brought up, but not only healthy milk, health overall is a reoccurring topic
brought up on the panels in forms of tips on diets and fitness exercises.

4.1.1. Panels of the past
The historical conversations on Arla’s milk panels refers to Swedish history in terms of practical,
agricultural history as well as a history of thought in terms of folklore and symbolism. There are
also the historical conversations factually addressing important Swedish historical people and
how they have influenced Sweden to become the country that it is today. The majority of the
historical conversations refer to Swedish history with a few exceptions, for example in 2016 one
panel54 discuss the Olympic games in ancient Greece due to the 2016 Olympic games.
As discussed in chapter 3.3 in the early days of the milk- and dairy industry, before
pasteurisation, the milk industry was riddled with problems of milk being contagious and
unsanitary. Being aware of the historical legacy, Arla reflects on the former problems of milk on
a panel in 1986, reflecting on the past and how milk no longer is a dangerous commodity:
It is a given that milk shouldn’t spread diseases and that it should last at least a
few days after purchase. Therefore, milk is pasteurized. As early as 1939 we got a
law saying that milk must be pasteurized before it is sold. 55
Conversations on the panels contemplating on ‘bad’ and ‘sour’ milk, appears specifically in the
two earlier examined years 1976 and 1986. Despite the bad start of the milk industry in the late
19th century, milk consumption continued to increase and Swedes (and other western societies)
have continued to consume it along with other dairy products throughout the 20 th century. As
established in chapter 3.1. milk- and dairy consumption has been regular food in Northern
European diets for a long time. This historical continuity is something which Arla lift on a panel
in 1986:
For thousands of years we’ve had use of our cows.56
References to the rural history of Sweden is brought up in a number of panels and in various
ways. In a series of eight panels from 1986 called “Farmer history of Sweden” present the
agricultural history of Sweden and how it has changed over the centuries, presented in a highly
factual manner, for example:
When the ice sheet had melted, humans in our land lived as nomads and lived on
hunting and fishing.57

54

2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_14
”Det är självklart att mjölk inte ska unna sprida sjukdomar och att den ska vara hållbar minst några dagar efter inköpet. Därför
pastöriseras mjölk. Redan 1939 fick vi en lag om att mjölk måste pastöriseras innan den säljs."1986-MjölkpanelerArla19851990_21
56 1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_89
55
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The quoted panels tell the story on how the first people settled and began with agriculture in the
geographical area of Sweden. Another of the “Farmer history of Sweden” panels tell the story of
the big famine in 1867:
Crop failure was a dangerous threat in former agrarian Sweden […] 1867 was the
year of Sweden’s last big famine. Spring was extremely cold, and autumn came
early. One night in September, the frost ended the farmers’ hopes for a normal
harvest.58
Another element of rural history relates to the history of thoughts and ideas, which by Arla is
issued on the panels in conversations on folklore, myths and legends. Folklore appear on panels
in both 1996 and 2006. One panel from 1996 Arla refers to a mythical creature, in Swedish
folklore called “gårdstomte”.
Back in the days there were gårdstomtar on almost every farm. They provided
food for the animals, groomed the horses and made sure that the cows were
content and produced fat and tasty milk. 59
Arla refers to an old oral tradition of ‘Gårdstomtar’, which in Nordic mythology was a small
(often pictured like an old man, similar to the Irish Leprachaun) man who looked out for the
farm and the animals living in it. If the farmer was cruel to the animals the ‘tomte’ would punish
him. The story of the gårdstomte as a caretaker of animals can also be a reference to that we in
Sweden have a long tradition of animal welfare (See further examples of panel conversations on
animal welfare chapter 4.2.1.). Similar to the story of the gårdstomte, three panels in 2006 again
refer to Swedish folklore exemplifying three different creatures from the mythology, Tomte,
Vittra and Skogsrå.60
The panels exemplified so far have mostly referred to Sweden’s rural history in some way, either
practical or through ideas in terms of mythology. Another historical conversation that appear on
the panels belong to a more recent story. In a series of panels from 2016 called “Guess the year”,
Arla refers to their own business history by exemplifying products and happenings over the past
decades. The “guess the year” panels all feature an image of an old Arla product, for example
one panel feature an image of an old package design and the question:
Arla’s milk packages haven’t always been striped. What year did they look like
this?61
Another example of historical panels is references to historical persons. In a series of panels Arla
bring up important Swedish historical persons and address Swedish history on a more general
scale as well. If you were drinking milk in Sweden in 2016, you could be reading about the 16th
century Swedish king Gustav Vasa62, or the 17th century Swedish queen Kristina63. In 1986, one
panel would explain you the reasons for why the 6th of June is the national day of Sweden 64.
Milk- and dairy as important foods for the Swedish national identity is further issued at another
panel from 1976:

“Sedan inlandsisen dragit sig tillbaka levde människor I vårt land som nomader och livnärde sig på jakt och fiske.” 1986MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_41
58 ”Missväxt var ett farligt hot I det gamla Bondesverige […] 1867 var det sista stora svältåret I Sverige. Våren var extremt kall
och hösten kom tidigt. En natt i september gjorde frosten slut på böndernas alla förhoppningar om en normal skörd.” 1986MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_84
59 “För fanns det gårdstomtar på nästan varje bondgård. De gav djuren mat, ryktade hästarna och såg till att korna trived och
mjölkade fet och god mjölk" 1996-Paneler1994-1997_121
60 2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_128, 129, 130
61 ”Arlas mjölkpaket har inte alltid varit randiga, vilket år såg de ut så här?” 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_juli_79
62 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_18
63 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_20
64 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_28
57
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There are, most certainly, millions of flagpoles in Sweden. What if there was a
flag banner blowing from all of them this summer. It is not just a sign that you are
home. The flag banner has also become a symbol for summer-Sweden almost as
much as Rönnerdahl, Sjösala äng and cold sour milk…65
“Cold sour milk”, being a usual to eat for breakfast in Sweden, is on this panel, referred to as a
symbol for summer-Sweden equivalent to the Swedish flag. While references to Rönnerdahl and
Sjösala äng refers to a widely popular song by Evert Taube. By stressing the symbols and in the
same sentence putting in sour milk they evoke an image of their product as part of a national
legacy, combining Swedish and summer symbols with their own product, Arla is also stressing
their somewhat unique position as a corporation. As a company, who are not just as a producer
of milk- and dairy but as a company which in itself are, or at least produces symbols of Sweden.

4.1.2. ‘Bad’ or ‘Good milk’
The average milk drinking Swede must also be aware of how to treat and consume milk, or
rather how not to treat and consume it. Consuming milk is not just about drinking, consumption
of milk is a lifestyle, and in order to consume milk, one must be aware of how to handle the
commodity. In 1976 and 1986 Arla took it upon themselves to teach their consumers how to
consume milk. As I mentioned in subchapter 4.1.1 in the two earlier years, 1976 and 1986, some
panels feature a specific conversation, which is not apparent in the panels from the later years,
namely, the problem of bad and sour milk and how to handle it. The problem of souring milk and
the advice to keep the milk cold is stressed on several Arla panels from 1976, and the below
quote is just one example:
Why does the milk sour more easily during summertime?66
Furthermore, Arla gives advice on how the handle milk in a way which prolongs the freshness of
the milk and prevents souring. By producing panels which teach the consumers on how milk
should be handled correctly in order to prolong its freshness, Arla takes on an educative role but
also emphasises that milk is a durable product when treated correctly. For example, on a panel
from 1976, Arla tells the reader:
Put the milk in the fridge as fast as you can.67
Another approach by Arla, the same years, was to use an image of a cow with a requesting text:
You are putting the milk back in the fridge, right? But what about the others, do
they know that milk will sour more easily if it stands outside from the fridge when
it’s hot? Cut out this cow and put it on the fridge door. 68
The cow, at the quoted panel, is used as a symbol for milk, as a reminder for the consumer to put
the milk back inside the fridge. The image of the cow is also one of two times that a cow appears
in 1976, which I discuss further in chapter 4.2.1. A panel explaining the new type of labelling of
expiry and production dates on the packages introduced in 1986 states:
As long as it smells and tastes good you can drink it. 69

65”Det

finns säkert några miljoner flaggstänger i Sverige. Tänk om det blåste en vimpel från alla dem i sommar. Det är ju inte
bara ett tecken på att man är hemma. Vimpeln har också blivit en symbol för sommar-Sverige nästan lika mycket som
Rönnerdahl, Sjösala äng och kall fil." "Teckningstävling för alla barn: Finns det något särskilt som du vill värna om?" 1976MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_16
66 1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_17
67 1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_18,19
68 ”Du slarvar väl aldrig med att sätta in mjölken I kylen efter dig? Men tänker de andra på att mjölken surnar mycket fortare om
den får stå framme när det är varmt? Klipp ut den här kossan och sätt den på kylskåpsdörren.” 1976MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_19
69 1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_07
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Thus in 1986, Arla still expressed a concern about consumers not being aware of how to deal
with milk. At another panel, this time not centred on milk but butter, Arla states that:
Now we put dates on the butter so that you can see when the butter is churned and
packed.70
As a contrast to the panels on ‘bad milk’, Arla’s milk panels also stress the “freshness” of milk.
Freshness is a given reason for why the milk quickly might turn bad – that is, if you as a
consumer, mishandle the milk. The marking ‘best before’ is a guideline for the consumers to
keep track on the milk. Again in 1986, Arla comment on how to use the ‘best before’ marks:
We have high demands on the freshness of the milk. The marking ‘best before’ is
a guarantee of quality with a large safety marginal. If you keep your milk cold the
milk is fully good two days longer than the ‘best before’ marking. Your own
senses are the best control – as long as the milk smells and tastes good you can
use it.71
As the quote relates, Arla recommends their consumers to use the dating’s on the milk packages
as recommendations rather than rules. Furthermore, Arla also gives responsibility to their
consumers, encouraging them to use their own sense, smelling or tasting the milk in order to
determine the milks quality. The taste of milk is also a reason to drink milk, as a consumer
recognise by sending in a limerick to Arla’s limerick competition in 1986, which Arla comments
on the same panel:
We are lucky that we from time to time get reminded of how good fresh and cold
milk is. Because milk is one of the most universal foods we have – everybody
knows that.72
Thus here, Arla focus on a positive aspect of milk, emphasising the taste of fresh and cold milk.
Furthermore, Arla, on the panel above, again makes a comment which enhance milk drinking as
a norm, raising it as a ‘universal food’ which, they also claim, is something that everybody
knows. Through several panels similar to those quoted above the message conveyed, is that
keeping the milk cold prolongs the souring process, but cold milk is furthermore also stressed as
good for the taste. “Cold milk tastes best” reads the headline of a panel from January 2016. This
panel use foremost visual content, in a cartoon-drawn series-strip a farmer finds one of his/her
cows in a fridge, the farmers asks the cow:
- But Maj-Ros what on earth are you doing in the fridge?
And the cow replies:
-You’ve been saying that milk should be kept cold. 73
The messages conveyed by Arla is that milk must be kept cold for two main reasons, first
because otherwise it will turn bad and second simply because it tastes better that way. Keeping
milk cold might seem like a given matter and one might wonder why Arla even must remind
their consumers of these reasons. But one has to remember that at the time, 1976 and 1986 when
these panels were published, many older Swedes grew up under different circumstances, where
not everyone had a refrigerator at home. And so, the messages about milk and storage have
changed, were as the years go the story of ‘bad milk’ changes to a story of tasteful cold milk.

70

1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_91
”Vi ställer mycket höga krav på mjölkens färskhet. Märkning ’Bäst före’ är en kvalitetsgaranti med bred säkerhetsmarginal.
Håller du mjölken kylförvarad är mjölken fullgod två dagar längre än ’bäst före’ märkningen. Dina egna sinnen är den bästa
kontrollen – så länge mjölken luktar och smakar bra kan du använda den.” 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_29
72 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_30
73 “- Näjmen Majros vad i hela friden gör du i kylskåpet” ”-du har ju sagt att mjölk en ska hållas kall” 2016mjölkbaksidor2016_08
71
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For Arla, as a corporation whose biggest product is milk, the taste of milk is of course important
as a way to attract people to consume the product. In 1986, Mellanmjölk, was re-launched with a
1,5% fat content.
Our taste samples on the new middle-milk shows that both children and adults
think it’s just as good as ordinary74 milk.75
Though conversations about freshness/sour milk and counterarguments against unhygienic diary
is no longer mentioned in the 2006 and 2016 panel there are still references made to hygiene but
now related to the primary production of milk, i.e. the farms. One panel discuss Arlagården, a
protocol76 that all Arla farmers most follow:
Arlagården is a quality programme that all Arla farmers follow. A type off checklist for order and good hygiene on the farm and also welfare for the animals and
the environment.77
In the case of consumption and safe drinking in conversations on Arla’s milk panels, there is a
link between the unsafe past of milk and the modernisation of Sweden. By reassuring that their
consumers know that milk must be kept cold, Arla continue to hold on to the legacy of dirty milk
but at the same time also stating the modernisation of the industry. In these conversations
hygiene has another meaning than how it was discussed in the infancy of the dairy industry and
also in the early days of the milk panels. Now by the way the narrative is presented hygiene is
almost equal to animal welfare. Dirty milk kills, but clean, hygienic milk, will, according to Arla,
improve your life and give you energy to live it. In the next chapter I will exemplify
conversations on health on the milk panels and how the line of discussion on health have
changed over the years.

4.1.3. Healthy discussions
Thinking about milk automatically makes me think about health. Remembering my own school
years and in light of recent debates on milk makes me personally wonder about the unquestioned
assertions of the claimed healthiness of the drink (see Chapter 1). Societal debates and doubts
about milks nutritional value has changed how Arla converse health on their panels, as I will
show below. Over time the relationship between health and milk has changed in the milk panels
from being conversed as a symbiotic one to more recently be discusses as apart from each other.
The ‘magic’ in milk have in a way disintegrated, instead there is a new representation, a new
relationship and a new language in terms of milk and health. Viewing the panels there are as I
see it, two threads of discussion in terms of health. First there is the discussion of the nutritional
value of milk. The second thread is more ambiguous, where health is presented in general
conversations on sports, fitness and training exercises for body and/or mind. Below I will
exemplify and analyse these different threads of conversations on health on Arla’s milk panels.
Arla claim that milk products are healthy as they will give you energy. Milk products are
presented as a food adequate to a full meal. Since, milk and dairy products have all the nutrients
you need, according to Arla, Arla further suggest that if you do not feel like cooking one day,
milk and dairy is a replaceable food. This message is stressed on four panels from 1976, one of
which has the headline, “The story of the mother who did not want to stand by the stove” and
Arla writes:

74

Ordinary milk is the milk with 3 % fat
”Våra smaktester med den nya mellanmjölken visar att både barn och vuxna tycker att den är lika god som vanlig mjölk.”
1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_63
76
Arlagården. 2018. “Kvalitetsprogrammet Arlagården”. Arla foods. https://www.arla.se/globalassets/om-arla/vartansvar/kvalitet-pa-garden/20180101-kvalitetsprogrammet-arlagarden-v.-5.4-januari-2018-se.pdf (Accessed 2018-05-29)
77 "Arlagården är det kvalitetsprogram som alla Arlabönder följer. En sorts checklista for ordning, reda och god hygien på gården
och även omsorg om djuren och miljön" 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_12
75
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You don’t have to eat cooked food all the time to feel good, sour milk with
sandwiches are equally nutritious. 78
Sour milk being one of the more common foods to consume for breakfast in Sweden, is by Arla
suggested to be an adequate substitute for other foods and meals as well. The reasons for why
milk is a good option is furthermore presented at another panel that same year, 1976:
Drink one glass of milk to every meal. 3 glasses a day (6dl) will give the majority
of the recommended daily intake of, among other, calcium and riboflavin and
around a third of recommended daily intake of protein. 79
To support their claims, Arla present, the nutritional value of milk as the main reason to consume
it. The nutrients and vitamins found in milk is again stressed at several panels, for example on a
panel from 1986 Arla writes:
Milk is one of our most universal foods. Tre glasses a day will give you 75 % of
your daily need of calcium, 70 % of your daily need of vitamin B2, 30% of your
daily need of niacin, 30% of your daily need of protein, 30 % of your daily need
of vitamin A. In addition to that you will receive energy from carbo hydrates/fat
from vitamin B1, you will get vitamin D… 80
There are also many panels which emphasise breakfast as an ultimate meal and of course a
breakfast including milk- and dairy products. In 1986, four panels called “Swedish breakfast”
bring up different positive consequences of eating a good and health breakfast. The importance
of breakfast is further issued on a panel from 2006, which also seem to be directed towards new
targeted consumer group, the engaged consumer. One panel is almost encouraging a revolution:
Starting a revolution demands a whole lot of energy. Ground breaking ideas needs
to be formulated, fellow human beings must be convinced, and the authorities
must be brought down. It is very important to eat a good breakfast before, a
breakfast containing milk, sour milk or yoghurt because you then will receive 18
of 22 nutrients that you need every day. 81
Conversations where milks healthiness is proved by listing the nutrients in milk is again seen on
in 1996:
Energy for stamina. Protein for muscles. Calcium for legs. You can’t live on milk
alone, but in milk there are lots of nutrients that children need to grow and stay
healthy and to (dance limbo82) for example.83
The quoted panel above is one of six similar panels with the headline “Milk gives strong
children”. The panels all contain a drawn image of a child and adult meeting, the child being
bored asks the adult for something to do and receives a suggestion, which at all times is physical
games, such as dancing limbo. So even though, as quoted “You can’t live on milk alone”, milk is
presented as a food which will give you strength and energy that to preform physically. One of

“Man behöver inte äta lagad mat varje dag för att må bra, fil med mackor och frukt är minst lika näringsrikt..” 1976MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_21
79 Drick ett glas mjölk till varje mål. 3 glas om dagen (6dl) ger bl a större delen av rekommenderat dagsintag av kalcium och
riboflavin samt ca en tredjedel av rekommenderat dagsintag av protein. 976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_08
80 "Mjölk är ett av våra mest allsidiga livsmedel. Tre glas om dagen ger dig 75 % av dagsbehovet av kalcium, 70 % av
dagsbehovet av vitamin B2, 30 % av dagsbehovet av niacin, 30 % av dagsbehovet av protein, 30% av dagsbehovet av vitamin A.
Dessutom får du energi i form av kolhydrat/fett, du får vitamin B1, du får D-vitamin… ” 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_37
81 2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_112
82 Different actions depending on what task the adult have suggested the child should do.
83 ”Energi för orken. Protein för musklerna. Kalcium för benen. Man kan inte leva bara på mjölk, men i mjölk finns många
nyttigheter som barn behöver för att växa och må bra och (dansa limbo, packa åsnor, knuffa lag) till exempel.” 1996Paneler1994-1997_43,44,45,52,53,54
78
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three panels called “The nutritious milk” from 2006 also claims that milk can make you look
good:
Get good-looking by milk? Of course! Milk is a natural health cocktail! Milk and
other dairy products like, sour milk, cheese and yoghurt will give you loads of
minerals and vitamins. If you are young and growing and if you exercise a lot, the
body is in constant need of new energy. Then milk is a good and nutritious food.
A body that is given the energy it needs will more easily give the impression of
healthiness and beauty! B-vitamins is good for your nails, hair, skin and muscles.
Together with D-vitamin, Calcium builds up the bones in your body and makes it
strong.84
Just like in the early days of milk marketing, like in the days of Mjölkpropagandan, milk is
presented as good for human growth Arla emphasise that the amount of energy a person use is an
important factor which determine your need of milk. Although, to enhance their group of targets,
Arla conveys that they have a product for everyone, also for those who are not growing or
exercising, which a panel from 2006 stress:
If you don’t exercise or move a lot, choose our low-fat milk products. Then you
will get full and combine it with lots of nutrition and a small amount of energy. 85
Some panels, as in the example above, focus in contrary to growth on weight loss. On a panel
from 1986 for example, Arla recommend their consumers who wish to lose weight to use lighter
milk products. Their recommendation was in adherence with a limerick sent in by a consumer, as
a response to a proclaimed limerick competition. The limerick jests about a “fat little lady from
Bettna” who wanted to become lighter, therefore she would eat light dairy products in order to
become thin, but she became so thin that now, nobody has seen her. Arla comments the limerick
on the same panel:
Even for those of you who don’t want to diet as hard as the Lady from Bettna, we
offer a lot of different light products, today.86
The discussions in weight, is a new concern which is probably linked to rising contemporary
debates about health in 1986. In other conversations, other dairy- products are also promoted on
the packages as being good for your health and good for people who want to diet. In 1986 for
example, cottage cheese (Arla calls their product Keso) is promoted as a good and healthy
product.
The dairies produce a product that is rich in protein, poor in fat, low in calories,
pleasantly filling, made on natural foods and cheap compared to its nutritional
value. The only problem is, that it has become famous as some sort of dietary
medicine for round ladies. 87

”Snygg av mjölk? Javisst! Mjölk är en naturlig hälsococktail! Med mjölk och andra mjölkprodukter som fil, ost och yoghurt
ger du kroppen massor av mineraler och vitaminer. Om man är ung och växer och om man tränar mycket, behöver kroppen
dessutom ständigt laddas upp med ny energi. Då är mjölk ett bra och näringsrikt livsmedel. En kropp som får precis den näring
som den behöver har också lättare att utstråla sundlivskraft och skönhet! B-vitaminer är bra för naglarna, håret, huden och
musklerna.
Kalcium bygger tillsammans med D-vitaminet kroppens skelett och gör det starkt.” 2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_06
85 ”Om du inte tränar eller rör dig mycket, välj våra magraste mjölkprodukter. Då får du största möjliga mättnad i kombination
med mycket näring och lite energi.”2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_08
86 "En tjock liten gumma i Bettna hon vill så gärna få lättna. Hon åt lättfil och kli för hon smal skulle bli och idag är det ingen
som sett'na" 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_38
87 ”Mejerierna har en produkt som är rik på protein, fattig på fett, snål på kalorier behagligt mättande, gjord på naturliga råvaror
och billig i förhållande till sitt näringsvärde. Enda problemet är att den blivit känd som något slags avmagringspreparat för
rundnätta damer.”1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_22
84
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Not only does Arla claim that milk is beneficial for your physical health, milk is stressed as
equally good for your mental health. On a panel from November 2006, Arla stress that milk- and
dairy products are equally healthy for your brain:
Did you know that you get a better memory if you eat the correct breakfast?... and
that a correct breakfast consists of, among other, cheese and milk, sour milk or
yoghurt since it contains 18 of the 22 nutrients that we preferably should get
every day.88
As discussed above, milk is claimed to improve your physical life, as it provides you with the
energy and strength. Conversations on health in the earlier years focus more on the aspects
discussed in the previous chapter, in 2016 health is more present than before, although the
conversations on health is now mostly about sport, exercises or mental health. The vitality of
milk for children growth have, in the last decade lost some of its credibility. Jönsson (2005)
argues that milk will probably never reclaim its exceptional position as a healthy food and that is
why the dairy companies seeks new concepts and products to market as healthy (Jönsson, 2005:
99. Milk as a claimed vital and heathy commodity, appears to be understated in the 2016 milk
panels. As seen on the panels, there is change in the language over the years. Health and exercise
are discussed on a more general basis, for instance in connection with the 2006 years European
championship in athletics, which are notified in the contents of Arla milk panels 2006. Several
Swedish athletes from different athletic disciplines partake on the panels with photos and quotes.
For example, Heptathlon athlete Karolina Klüft tells the Arla consumers that long jump is her
best athletic discipline89. Similarly, in 2016, Arla notice the Olympic games, 18 panels from 2016
converse about the Olympian championship. Another series is called “The Swedish Olympic
troupe” which similarly to the athletic panels from 2006, present Swedish athletes and their
sports. All of the Olympic troupe panels use the slogan, previously mentioned:
Milk is the sports drink of nature.90
Instead of listing the nutrients in milk, health is now directed towards consumers doing or
interested in sports claiming that “Milk is a natural health cocktail” or instead of listing the
nutrients in milk, simply stating “Milk is the sports drink of nature”. Thus, in these conversations
milk is no longer discussed as healthy, or nutritious, but simple as a sports drink. ‘Nature’ or
‘natural’ are words which Jönsson in 2005, saw an increase of connection and association to
health products.
Providing their consumers with tips on training exercises is one of the more reoccurring
conversations on the panels from 2016, which are presented as tips from experts who are
introduced with full name and titles such as “Exercise tips from Anna Malvina Svennung”91.
Svennung appears as an expert on several panels in 2016, presented as a licensed dietician and
health coach. On the same panels where Svennugn appears there are also commercials for the
product Kvarg quark), a high protein dairy product which over the last years have increased in
popularity. On the panel Arla markets a new type of Kvarg, drinking Kvarg “For you on the
run”92, targeting ‘healthy’ people or exercising people. Another expert appearing in 2016 is Linda
Bakkman who is presented as a nutrition physiologist and Bakkman claims at one panel that
“Träning kräver näring”93. “Jörgens exercise tips” is another series of panels from 2016, Jörgen is
presented as a training adviser and physio therapist working for the Swedish Olympic council.

88”Visste

du att du får lättare för att minnas om du äter rätt frukost? "… och att en sådan frukost bland annat består av ost, och
mjölk, fil eller yoghurt eftersom det innehåller 18 av de 22 näringsämnen vi helst ska få i oss varje dag" 2006mjölkbaksidor2006_111
89 2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_60
90 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_juni_60,61,62,63,69,70,71
91 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_feb_15
92 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_feb_15
93 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_juli_86
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On four panels Jörgen gives tips about how to perform different training exercises 94. Similar to
the earlier panels exemplified in this chapter from 1996 and 1986, conversations on nutrition and
health are a relevant and usual subject on the panels but conversations have shifted. On these
exercising panels Arla additionally links to part of their websites especially for health
arla.se/halsa, where you, at present (2018) will find tips on training exercises, lists of why milk is
good for you and also a page showing recipes on nutritious foods.95
Embracing the health and fitness trends in society, the health panels from 2016 totals 41 panels
out of 147. Just as milk is claimed to improve your physical health. Arla also use the panels to
give tips about how to improve your mental health. In 2016 five panels called “Feel good”
discuss different factors that can promote happiness. “Does money make you happy?” 96 asks one
panel, another gives you tip on how the handle stress 97. Furthermore, the same year, four panels
with the headline “Yoga and mindfulness”98, contemplate on the health benefits you can gain
from yoga and mindfulness exercise, saying for example:
Mindfulness and meditation is a way to exercise your brain and way to become
more alert on what goes on inside and around us. 99
Not only does Arla exemplify why milk is healthy and how to perform training exercise, one of
the most common topics on Arla’s milk panels is recipes. The diet tips, recipes and exercising
tips, Arla is further enhancing their role as an educative organ, as a caretaker of their consumers
and the Swedish population. In 1986, 17 panels contain recipes of some sort, and many of them
is about making cooking easy, for example:
If you can boil spaghetti you can also cook this good pasta sauce. 100
Ten years later in 1996, the number of panels containing recipes was 42, approximately a third of
all panels that year. In 2006 the milk panels featured 36 recipes, but by 2016 the trend of recipes
declined, only 13 panels contained recipes. In 2006 recipes mainly appeared on a series of panels
called “Good news” which not only features recipes but adverts for products and other tips. The
recipes are presented as, good, easy and nutritious. As I previously exemplified above, in 1976
four panels conveyed that milk and other dairy products was sufficient instead of cooked food.
Arla does however, not only convey their consumers to eat dairy products. Over the years Arla
have published lots of different recipes (which of course contain dairy). For instance, another
food product mentioned in 1976 years panels is juice. And equally to the presentation of
Swedens milk consuming habits, Arla present the juice-drinking habits of Swedes:
Since we Swedes drink most juice in the world (over 20 litres per person and year
actually!) it might not be bad to present some good recipes on juice-mixtures.101
Another food is coffee, which in the early years of Mjölkpropagandan, was used as the opposite
of milk, were some commercials actually portrayed coffee as unhealthy drink in contrast to milk
(see example below). However, when milk sales went down in the 1980s Arla saw the
opportunity in a new ‘milktrend’ with coffee combined with milk from the European continent,
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2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_juni_72,73,74,75
https://www.arla.se/halsa/mjolk-halsa/ (Accessed 2018-05-22)
96 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_03
97 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_01
98 About breathing: 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_23. About yoga positions: 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_24 About relaxation: 2016mjölkbaksidor2016_26
99 "Mindfulness och meditation är ett sätt att träna hjärnan och ett sätt att bli mer uppmärksam på vad som händer inombords
och omkring oss" 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_mars_25
100 Kan du koka spaghetti kan du också laga de här goda pastasåsen. 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_18
101 ”Eftersom vi svenskar dricker mest juice i hela världen (över 20 liter per person och är faktiskt!) så kanske det inte skadar med
några recept på goda juiceblandningar.” 1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_29
95
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namely Café au Lait. On the milk panels this is visible in 1986, when Arla information and
recipes about Café au Lait102.
In summary, health has many aspects and one Arla’s milk panels health has come to have many
different meanings. Milk is healthy as it contains all the nutrients you need is one line of
discussion. Health is also Arla giving tips on fitness and training exercises, discussing sports
with Swedish athletes but also providing their consumers with recipes and tips on other foods.

4.1.4. Targeting children
The image (figure 1) is a commercial add from the magazine Mjölkpropagandan 1926. It shows
two young boys, the first holding a big glass of milk and the text over reading “The milk boy is
healthy and strong”, the other boy drinking coffee from small cup have a text over him reading
“The coffee boy is weak and fragile”. The commercial image is one example of early
advertising targeting children. This chapter aims to explore the panels which converse directly to
children. Milk and children have for long had an almost symbiotic relationship over at last
century, beginning with the early campaigns of free and clean milk, as discussed in chapter 3.
Child-addressing panels are one of the most prominent themes on Arla’s milk panels.

Figure 1
As I have stated before, a unifying theme of Arla’s milk panels is the pedagogical and educative
expression in subjects and language – which naturally is a prominent approach in the childaddressing panels. However, when addressing children perhaps the most prominent approach is
Arla encouraging their young consumers to actively participate in their marketing. For example,
in 1976 Arla proclaimed a drawing competition for girls and boys, a competition which
encouraged young contestants to send in drawings based on the question What would you like to
protect
The competition is announced on several panels, on one panel the competition is stated to be for
“all children”103 at another “for children and youths”104 and another say it is for “boys and
girls”105. Later the same year, 1976, nine panels displayed nine different drawings sent in by
children in response to the competition. “Build smaller schools” “You should take care of your
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1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_08, 09
1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_22, 23
104 1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_25, 26
105 1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_28
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little brother” and “Stop all animal-testing”106 are a few of the contributions sent in by contesting
children. A drawing competition was again announced in 1986, were children was requested the
send in drawings of the “happy cows that gives us milk” 107. But, not only drawing competitions
engage children in the panels. Another approach to make children co-creators of the panels was
made in 2006, when Arla together with the children magazine Kamratposten produced X panels
with stories by children telling about embarrassing occurrences in their life 108.
In 1996 there is a whole category of Pippi Långstrump (Pippi Longstocking) panels. A total of
19 individual Pippi panels features on the milk panels in 1996. Some of which, similar to the
panels exemplified above, are proclaiming a drawing competition for children, although this time
with a Pippi Långstrump theme:
Make a drawing of ‘Pippi – the strongest girl in the world’ and ‘How you become
as strong as Pippi’ The 50 funniest drawing wins tickets to the show. 109
Pippi Långstrump is a well-known figure in Sweden, several generations of Swedes have grown
up with Astrid Lindgrens stories of Pippi Långstrump and other related characters. And being
one of 20th centuries most influential Swedish authors, many Swedes have a special relationship
to Astrid Lindgren. As many generations have grown up with her stories, Astrid Lindgren and
many of her loved characters are much more than an author or figure – they are symbols of
Sweden. (Today Astrid Lindgren is also on the 20 kronor bill). All of the Pippi panels have
several other common strains, for one they are all part of a marketing campaign for the Pippi
summer tour. What is also stated on several of the Pippi panels is that Astrid Lindgren came up
with an idea that 10 kronor of the ticket price should be donated to Barncancerfonden (The
Swedish Childhood cancer foundation.) Being one of the most beloved child book characters and
written by one of the most beloved Swedish authors, the Pippi panel campaign must have been
beneficial for both parties, leaving few people uniformed about the tour. For Arla these
campaigns would certainly have been beneficial, as they would be associated with a big an
influential child-book author like Astrid Lindgren. Apart from the 19 Pippi panels, I have
categorized 52 other panels out of 127 in 1996, as being addressed to children.
As the empirical material show, many of the child addressing panels encourages the young
consumers to be interactive participants, by sending in drawings. But there are also panels were
Arla inquire physical participation, like the other main theme of 1996 years panels, the
Arlakannan panels. Arlakannan, Mjölkkannan or Kannan (The Arla bottle/The milk bottle) was a
TV-gameshow which aired 1996-2002, where children from fifth grade competed in different
athletic disciplines 110. On the milk panels which bring up the competition Arla encourage
children in 5th grade to sign up for the competition together with their classmates, but also with
some help from their teachers:
You who are attending fifth grade: ask your teacher to fax. 111
Arla was the main sponsor of this TV-show and the initial name was Arlakannan although they
had to change it to Kannan as it would air in public service (Again only source is Wikipedia).
However, Arla’s granted interference in public service television is yet another indication of the
unique positioning in society as a company with capitalistic interests. Another form of physical
participation, is encouraged by Arla on a panel in 2006:
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1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_51,54,53
"Hur ser hon ut egentligen den glada kossan som ger oss mellanmjölk?” 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_74
108 2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_40, 41, 42, 43
109 1996-Paneler1994-1997_29
110 The only source I could find available about Arlakannan was Wikipedia. I find this text on Wikipedia to be trustworthy and
therefore I choose to refer to the Wikipedia article about Arlakannan: https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kannan (Accessed 2018-0524)
111 "Du som går i femman nu: be din klassföreståndare faxa …. För tävlingsinfo" 1996-Paneler1994-1997_95
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Welcome to a visit at the farm! Approximately one million school children have,
since the start in 1993, visited a farm through Arla’s miniorverksamhet (child
activities). The children get to experience life on the farm, get close to the animals
and see from where the milk comes. Arla minior invites all children from grade 13. Welcome to book a visit on arla.se/minor. 112
As the quoted panel above say, Arla encourages children and nearby adults to participate in a
visit at an Arla-farm. By stating the number of visiting school-children, one million, Arla, is
creating a norm of the ‘average Swedish school child’ and that visiting an Arla-farm is what
most schoolchildren should do. The panel in the quote above also provide a link to a webpage
called, arla.se/minior, which is a website specifically to mediate information about school visits
to Arla-farms. Arla also encourage children to spend time outdoor, as in the example of the
“Skogsmulle” panels, where Arla together with the Friluftsfrämjandet, explicitly advertise a
thermos for children, one of the panels headline even reads “Skogsmulle thermos. (Not for
adults.)”113 (more about Skogsmulle in chapter 4.2.3.).
Webpages is another medium which in the two later examined years, 2006 and 2016, are a
common input in the panels. Another webpage that Arla promotes on their panels in 2016, is
arla.se/arlakadabra. When entering the website today (2018) it features as written “crafts and
fun”, where you can find everything from recipes and tips on birthday party themes for children.
On this webbpage one can also find the old milk panels, from 2003 until today. One panel from
2016, linking to the Arlakdabra page is called “build a child mobile”. Depicting a drawing of a
car which resemblance batman’s bat mobile, it is followed by the text
Do you or your pree-school also want to fix presents, but in a smaller size? On
arlakadabra.se there are plenty of tips, blue-prints and movies on how you for
example can build a boat. 114
Another panel linking to the Arlakadabra webpage encourage children to draw cows, the panel
features a step-by-step print on how to draw a cow:
Hello, draw a cow with me. Find more drawing schools on arla.se/arlakadabra 115
Panels which have been published in December often has a Christmas team, in 2016 several of
the December panels feature crafting tips, for example make you own Christmas calendar116, or
make your own ‘fingertomte’ 117 (Finger Santa). In many of the examples I have discussed shows
how child-addressing panels encourage children to be participants, either by sending in
drawings, participating in a game show or visiting Arla’s webpage. Another type of childaddressing panels are the ones with perhaps a more classical approach, namely panels claiming
the nutritious value of milk. As I exemplified in chapter 4.1.3. six panels from 1996, called
“Milk gives strong children” feature cartoon drawn images showing bored children asked their
parents for an activity. The panel then list the nutrients of milk a factual manner 118. Intake of
good and healthy foods for children is further emphasized as important. Four panels from 1986
called “Swedish breakfast”, particularly emphasize the breakfast:

”Välkomna på Bondgårdsbesök! Sedan starten 1993 har cirka 1 miljon skolbarn besökt en bondgård via Arlas
miniorverksamhet. Barnen får uppleva livet på en gård, komma nära djuren och se vart mjölken kommer ifrån. Arla minor bjuder
in alla barn som går i klass 1-3. Välkomna att boka ett besök på arla.se/minior" 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_11
113 “Skogsmulletermos. (Ej för vuxna.)”1996-Paneler1994-1997_99
114 "Vill du eller din förskola också pyssla med paket, fast i lite mindre storlek? På arlakadabra.se finns massor av tips, ritningar
och filmer på hur man till exempel kan bygga en båt." 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_57
115 "Hej hej rita en kossa med mig. Fler tecknarskolor finns på Arla.se/arlakadabra” 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_95
116 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_141
117 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_148
118 1996-Paneler1994-1997_43, 44, 45, 52, 53, 54
112
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If schoolchildren eat a good breakfast, they will get better physical endurance
then other children. 119
The ‘healthy’ breakfast Arla refers to naturally include milk- and dairy products. Milk and health
is repeatedly used together as shown chapter 4.1.3. For children it has been upheld as particularly
heath and important, as one panel from 2006 implies:
Must adults drink milk? No, but adults also need all the milks nutrients. 120
The quoted panels almost imply that children ‘must’ have milk whilst adults only ‘need’ its
nutrients. Thus, there is slightly differentiation in how Arla directs itself when speaking about
adults and children and their need of nutrients and milk products. Another clear sign of the panel
being addressed to children is to use of words adult and/or child. As in the context of the quoted
panel above, the use of ‘adult’ implies that the addressee is a child since ‘adult’ is spoken of in
third person. Another example is from a panel in 1976 where Arla rhetorically asks a question:
How cold do you think a refrigerator is? […] Ask an adult, they’ll probably
answer, well, around 4-6 degrees Celsius, because most adults know that that is
good temperature to have in a refrigerator.121
Another example, also from 1976, reads:
In all food there is something called micro-organisms. What a tricky word. So
tricky that not even adults can say it. 122
By using ‘adult’ in these contexts as the quoted panels above, Arla creates a sense of ‘us’, a
sense of with unity with their younger consumer. In 2006, adult is again used in a similar
manner:
As soon as you see someone bully tell an adult and remember that the same laws
are applicable on the internet as in real life. 123
Again, Arla encourage to ‘tell an adult’. The quoted panel is also co-created tighter with the antibullying organisation Friends. A different yet similar organisation like Friends is BRIS Barnens
rätt i samhället, (Children’s rights in society), which feature with four panels also in 2006. Just
like Friends, BRIS is an association working to improve the well-being of children and just like
Friends, BRIS use the panel space to uplift bullying:
On www.bris.se you can discuss, get advice and support on bullying, friends and
problems at home.124
Collaborations with associations like Friends and BRIS shows both an awareness from the
organisations, that children are likely to read the panels. When collaborating with associations
like Friends and BRIS, which both are non-profit organisations with the single purpose to help
children in need, it equally conveys a message of Arla as a caring company.
Finally, there are the purely factual or ‘educational’ panels directed to children. These panels can
certainly (as the other panels exemplifies in this chapter) be of interest to adults, however, the
language and subjects make me draw the conclusion that they are targeting children. In 1986 for
example, a series of five panels stress different aspects and facts about apples, the history,

”Om skolbarn äter en bra frukost får de klart bättre fysisk uthållighet än andra barn." 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_68
2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_07
121 Hur kallt tror du att det är i ert kylskåp? […] Frågar du någon vuxen så svara de nog, ja så där 4-6 garder för det vet ju nästan
alla stora att det är bra temperatur att ha i kylskåp1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_18
122 1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_17
123 “Berätta för en vuxen så fort du ser någon mobbas och kom ihåg att samma lagar gäller på nätet som i verkligheten” 2006mjölkbaksidor” 2006_24
124 2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_103
119
120
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different sorts and why panels are good for to eat 125 (again also related to the discussion about in
health and food in Chapter 4.1.3). In 1996, Arla asks and answers “Why do you crave
chocolate?”126. Another example is the four panels127 from 2006 featuring abstracts from
children’s books written by authors rewarded with a literature price in the memory of Astrid
Lindgren (who also appeared on panels in 1996 as discussed above). Five panels from 2066
gives facts about space but also contemplates on the bug questions about the universe:
Of all questions, perhaps the biggest is if we are alone in the universe […] What
do you think? Is there life out there?128
By encouraging and engaging children in a playful way, Arla attract their youngest consumers.
The participatory elements are a reminder of the Mjölkpropagandan campaigns in the 1920s and
1930s, where the consumers became involved in the marketing of milk by participating in the
events arranged by Mjölkpropagandan (Habel, 2011; 2013).

4.2.

Corporation conversations

All conversations on the milk panels becomes part of mediating and picturing and image of Arla
as a company. However, some conversations are more directly commenting on Arla as a
company in terms of their values, policies and organisation. Arla’s corporate conversations on
the milk panels portrays an image of a company that cares about all the steps of business, they
care about the producers of milk, cows and farmers just as much as they care about their
consumers. This caring aspect is something that Arla displayed already on milk panels from
1976. Five panels encouraged consumers to send in suggestions of improvement and thought
about Arla as a company, Arla writes that they want to know what the customers think and opens
up for consumers to either call or sent letters to what they call “Arla forum”. A forum which
seemed to work as Arla at one of the panels writes:
Please don’t use Arla forum as a wall of complaints.129
The ‘caring’ company is a prominent message that Arla continually conveys to their consumers
through the milk panels. These conversations often connect to or comment contemporary societal
debates. For instance, a lot of panels revolve around how the producers, e.g. the Arla farmers
work, how they keep their cows and how farmers work relates to environmental and
sustainability issues. On the panels, Arla often refer to their farmers as ‘Arla-farmers’, as to
draw I distinction between ‘regular’ farmers and Arla’s farmers. By this Arla suggest that the
Arla-farmer is not the same as a regular farmer, the Arla-farmer is a farmer that cares a lot: they
care about the cows, the environment and the consumer. In the three subsequent chapter below, I
will show how Arla picturing themselves as a company in different ways.

4.2.1. Happy cows and friendly farmers
Cows and farmers are the core of the milk industry, the original providers of milk and dairy. On
Arla milk panels they often appear together, and their relationship is mediated as collegial,
friendly and familiar. Arla shows their consumers a symbiotic relationship with a cow happily
providing milk and a loving, caring farmer who sees the individual in every cow. This chapter
will focus on representations of cows and farmers as individual agents but most of all the focus
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will be on the cow-farmer relationship. Arla enhance the Arla farmers relationship with the Arla
cows as close and caring. Together the farmer and the cows provide Sweden with milk- and
dairy products, from happy cows:
How does she look like really? The happy cow the provides us with
mellanmjölk?130
Arla asked this question on a panel in 1986 and on the same panel encouraged children to send in
drawings with suggestions of how they imagine this happy cow. Naturally, cows are the core of
the industry, without them there would be no Arla. However, reviewing the different years of the
milk panels, the presence of cows and also farmers have been rather scares in the years 1976,
1986 and 1996. In 1986 for example few cows are seen on the panels. On one of three contain
cows, cows paper just as numbers in a statistical column. Increasing in numbers in 2006, cows
and farmers gets a significant rise in conversations in the panels from 2016 Increasing in
numbers in 2006, cows and farmers gets a significant rise in conversations in the panels from
2016. The farmers and specifically the Swedish Arla farmer is depicted on 27 panels in 2016.
Compared to the other years examined in this study, the farmer narrative has never been so
recurrent. As I discussed in chapter 1.3. growing contemporary debates on animal welfare have
evoked an increased concern for the cows’ inside the dairy-industry, which can probably explain
the large increase of cow-farmer conversations in 2016 years panels.
However, in 1986, Arla gives space on one of the ‘cow panels’ to express the cow’s own agenda:
The cow needs, just like humans, fresh air and exercise. On the contrary to what
many seems to believe, around 90 percent of all Swedish cows go on summer
grazing. Just like humans, the cow has high demands on their working
environment. A cow that is content will provide more and good milk and thus
give its owner honour.131
By using the cows’ perspective and by the phrasing itself Arla builds up an emotional argument,
stating what the cow need and feel. In a sense they are also anthropomorphising the cow to its
readers. But Arla also combines this with statistical arguments, giving a number on how many
cows that goes grazing during summer, Arla establish their knowledge and professionality to
address animal welfare and stress that Arla farmers treat their cows well. Making sure that the
cows are outside is again in 2006 stressed by Arla-farmer Elin Rydström at a panel
The cows are out 6 months every year and then they only go inside for milking. 132
By stressing that the cows go outside in the summer, Arla ensure their consumers that the cows
are treated according to protocol. It also draws on the image of the happy cows in a green open
landscape far from the industrial ‘milk factories’ similar to the message of the Bregottfabriken
commercials discussed in chapter 3.4. By stressing that cows go outside in the summers, Arla
ensure their consumers that the cows are treated well and being far away from the big ‘milk
factories’. Cows grazing in summertime is today used widely as a commercial image. ‘Kosläpp’,
for example is an event which have become deeply commercialized. The ‘Kosläpp’ is an event
where the cows get to go outside for the first time in the spring after a long winter locked inside.
A recent campaign is also ‘Sommarmjölk’, which is basically ordinary milk, but is sold in
packages saying “Sommarmjök” and emphasised as coming from grazing ‘outdoor’ cows, and
thus claimed it should taste better 133. Another approach for Arla to create reliability is to use real
"Hur ser hon ut egentligen den glada kossan som ger oss mellanmjölk?” 1986-MjölkPanelerArla1985-1990_74
"Kossan behöver, precis som människan, frisk luft och motion. Tvärtemot vad många tycks tro, såg år cirka 90 procent av alla
svenska mjölkkor på sommarbete. Kossan ställer precis som människan många krav på sin arbetsmiljö. En kossa som trivs ger
mycket och bra mjölk, och gör därmed sin ägare heder.” 1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_90
132 Korna går ute 6 månader per år och då är de bara inne när de mjölkas. 2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_46
133 Sommarmjölk. Arla foods. R n.d., Sommarmjölk från välmående kor på sommarbete. https://www.arla.se/produkter/arlako/sommarmjolk/ (Accessed 2018-05-22)
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Arla-farmers on their panels. In 2006 and especially 2016 where different Arla-farmers are
continually quoted on the panels and at some also appearing with a photograph. By using their
farmers as spokespersons for the corporation, Arla creates a sense of trust between the producer
and consumer, and also reminds the consumer that Arla is a shareholding corporation, owned by
all farmers. One of the Arla-farmers Liw Pålson, bring up the issue of animal welfare directly in
a panel from 2016.
There are a few things that we are really good at in Sweden. Animal welfare for
example. The Swedish animal protection law is one of the toughest in the world.
To take well care of our cows is a given matter for our farmers. It keeps them
healthy. Thank you for supporting the Swedish animal welfare by purchasing
Swedish milk.134
Animal welfare is on the quoted panel emphasized as something that we are particularly good at
in Sweden. Note that Liw Pålsson also stress that by purchasing Swedish milk – not specifically
Arla’s milk, you as a consumer is indirectly support animal welfare. As the 2016 panel suggest
Arla cares about welfare of the cow. In the series “We are strict with the details” also
exemplified in chapter X, a series strip pictures two cows handing over a cow-patterned overall
to their owner/farmer, saying:
-Sometimes we think you look carelessly dressed.
-So, we’ve saved up for a new overall. 135
Conversations of the close and friendly cow-farmer relationship are manifested, often on panels
from 2006 and 2016. The relationship between the farmer and the cows are, for every decade
after 2006, given increasing visibility on the panels, as discussed above they are very rare before
2006. In a panel from 2016, this relationship is issued in a photographic image on a milk panel
(See figure 2). The photo shows the Arla-farmer, Katarina sitting outside on a grass field. A cow
is leaning her head over Katarina’s shoulder, like they are engaging in an embrace. Katarina as a
happy look on her face. A part of the text on the panels then reads:
It is us Arla-farmers the own Arla. Therefore, we dare promise, that our products
are always made with concern of the cows, nature and you as a consumer. 136
The conversation on the quoted panel is foremost stressing that, as long as it is Arla milk, you
can be sure that the cows and nature are taken care of. As discussed already above, the Arlafarmer is a portrayed as a caretaker: A caretaker of cows, nature and consumers.
Welcome home to us on kosläpp and be there when the cows are let out on
pasture. Milk and bun is one the house… find your nearest farm and book your
visit on arla.se/koslapp. 137
The Arla-farmers open up and invite people to their home and as Arla writes also providing the
visitor with “milk and buns”, (a traditional feature in the also traditional Swedish Fika) in which
Arla really creates a sense of closeness between consumers and the Arla-farmer but also Arla as
an organisation in general. Especially the expression of find ‘your’ nearest farm suggests to the
consumer that there is a sense of ownership or sharing with the Arla farmer. In many of the
panels I find this underlying tone of trust and mutualism, either between Arla and consumer or
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"Det finns några saker som vi i Sverige är riktigt bra på. Djuromsorg är ett exempel. svensk djurskyddslagstiftning är en av de
tuffaste i världen. Att ta väl hand om våra kor är självklart för våra bönder. Det håller de friska. Tack för att du stödjer svenska
djuromsorg genom att köpa svensk mjölk." 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_47
135 ”Ibland tycker vi du ser lite slarvigt klädd ut. - så vi har samlat ihop till en ny overall.” 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_12
136 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_07
137 "Välkomna hem till oss på kosläppp och var med när korna släpps ut på grönbete. Vi bjuder på mjölk och bulle. Hitta din
närmasta gård och boka arla.se/koslapp.” 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_49
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between Arla as organisation and the Arla-farmers. Another panel from 2016 the Arla farmer
Thomas stress that “Just like us human, cows don’t want junk in their food”, Thomas continues:
It’s not just the food that’s important, it should be dry and clean where the cows
sleep. I like to compare with newly washed sheets. 138
At another panel from 2016, the farmer Kajsa Petterson tells about how she and her husband
cooperative before bedtime:
We take turns in tucking to bed, one takes the children and the other the cows.139
In this example, the relationship between cow and farmer is described, not just as collegial, but
familiar, where the cows get a treatment which is equal to that of the Kajsa Pettersons own
human children. In 2017, Arla launched a campaign with the aim to picture this collegial and
close relationship that the Arla farmers share with their cattle, under the “The cows are my coworkers”. The adverts feature quotes and photos of Arla-farmers who talks about the mutual
relationship they share with their cows. The campaign was seen as TV-commercials, billboards
and social media. However, the campaign was reported to the Swedish consumer agency
around 50 times according to the magazine Land Lantbruk, for misleading marketing (Svensson,
2017).
Again, Arla enhance mutual and consensual relationship between cow-farmer, where the cows in
this case also have their own agency and are taking action in the relationship. The Arla-farmer
care for their cows is further emphasized on a panel from 2016 with the headline, “Cows that
feel good”. This panel depicts a cow going to a beautician in what appears to be a beauty parlour.
The first image depicts a cow sitting in a chair at the beauty parlour and the human beautician
says to the cow “We’ll trim a bit”, in the next image the human asks the cow “-should we fix the
cloves as well?”. However, on the same panel, Arla stress in a factual text that in some ways
does contradict the happy cow story:
In Sweden there is more than 250.000 cows who is taken care of by around 3000
Arla farmers. Every year all year around. 140
Similarly, in 1986, a panel also states cow numbers:
Every third farmer has milk cows. Some farms can have up to 300 cows in their
barn.141
Contrary to other panels, where the close cow-farmer relationship is given much space, these
numbers show a different side of the milk industry. It is an indication of the Swedish milk being
an industrialized product. The 250.000 cows who in 2016 got taken care of by around 3000
farmers, suggest that there would be approximately 83 cows per farmer in Sweden 142. It is
counterintuitive picture, as Arla on one hand is suggesting that their farmers have a close and
personal relationship with their cows. On the other hand, Arla pictures a great industry. What
Arla seems to impose is that their farmers, despite the high number of cows in their farms, are
still able to have a close relationship with all of their cows.

“Det är inte bara maten som är viktig där korna ligger ska det vara rent och torrt. Jag brukar jämföra det med att det är härligt
med nytvättade lakan." 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_68
139
2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_39
140”I Sverige finns drygt 250 000 kor som tas om hand om drygt 3000 Arlabönder. Varje år, året om. 2016-mjölkbaksidor.”
2016_09
141 "Var tredje bonde har mjölkkor. Enstaka gårdar har upp till 300 kor i sin ladugård"
142 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_jan_09
138
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4.2.2. 100 % Swedish and the Arla company
Arla’s consumers are and were plenty. According to their own numbers posted on a panel from
1976, In 1975, “we Swedes” drank millions of litres of milk every day:
Last year, we swedes drank 1300 million litres of milk. 143
And another panel from 1976 stress:
We Swedes drink 4 million litres of milk every day. 144
And high consumption of milk equals high visibility, so the power of the panels is certainly
something that Arla is aware of. By referring to the number of milk consumers in connection
with the use of the broad reference to ‘swedes’, Arla communicates a strong message to their
consumers: In Sweden we drink milk and we drink a lot of it. With the text Arla thus convey the
milk drinker as ‘the average’ Swede, but also milk drinking as an everyday action (Se Billing,
1995, on discussion on everyday nationalism). Messages about milk consumption therefore build
up an image of that being a swede is near to synonyms with consuming milk. But through the
panels on milk drinking Arla also acknowledge their own role as a company in the diary market.
The message conveys is that Arla is THE company providing “us Swedes” with millions of litres
of milk. It is again within an essence of care, where Arla send a message of them caring about
the Swedes daily intake of milk and that ‘we Swedes’ are a unity who drink the Swedish milk
provided by Arla. As accounted for in chapter 2.3. Arla became Arla foods in 2000 when they
merged with the Danish company MD foods. In Denmark people were openly questioning and
criticising Arla, which Mordhorst (2014), connects to the Danish national identity where milk,
equality and shareholding corporations are in united. When the Swedish investigating
journalistic television programme, Uppdrag Granskning145, released a TV report in 2016, about
how the president of Arla had used company money to pay for private travels, Arla met heavy
critic. Similar to the critical voices in Denmark, Arla to has a legacy of being a shareholding
corporation who stands on the farmers side and with values of equality (as I accounted for 3.3).
The same year as the Uppdrag Gransking documentary was released, 2016, the milk panels had a
heavy representation of conversations on the cow-farmer relationship, as discussed in chapter
4.4. But there was an overall increase of conversations explaining and picturing Arla as a
company. Arla themselves have an ample opportunity to counter this criticism on their panels.
Arla stress in 2016 that they are a corporation which profit will go back to all shareholding
farmers:
This is 100% Swedish milk. When purchasing our dairy products, you support us,
Swedish famers.146
Another conversation apparent in 2016 explains the structure and organisation of Arla as a
company which also is a message brought forward by the Arla farmers on the milk panels
discuseed already in chapter 4.2.1. A common panel 2016 are conversations with Arla-farmers,
where Arla-farmers either are interviewed or quoted on the panels together with a photographic
or drawn image. For example, on a panel with the headline “How can I support Arla-farmers” a
photography of the Arla-farmer Malin Karlén answers the question through an inserted speech
bubble from her mouth saying, “Easy choose, Arla!”, Karlén is then further quoted:
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1976-MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_08
"Varje dag dricker vi svenskar 4 miljoner liter mjölk." -MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_01
145Uppdrag
Granskning.
Uppdrag
granskning
–
vi
har
slösat.
Sveriges
Television.
https://www.svt.se/nyheter/granskning/ug/referens/vi-har-slosat-1 (Accessed 2018-05-29)
146 "Det här är 100 % svensk mjölk. Genom att köpa våra mejeriprodukter stödjer du oss svenska mjölkbönder.” 2016mjölkbaksidor2016_50
144
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We are 70% of Sweden’s milk farmers who together own Arla […] And all
profits that Arla make goes one way or another back to us milk farmers. That is
how our cooperative works. 147
As to further answer the question of why you should choose Arla, the quoted panel above tells us
why choosing Arla is a good choice, because Arla care about all their farmers and is a
cooperation built on equality. Arla-farmer Malin Karlén is also used as an expert, representing
the average Arla-farmer, Karlén speaks out about the good qualities of Arla as a way of
reassuring consumers about the ethics of the corporation in the 2016 years internal crisis. A
structure conveyed as egalitarian, where all shareholders are equally treated and where all profits
go back to the Arla farmers. The Arla-farmers are used as experts, creating a reliability between
Arla and their consumers. The profitability of milk has been debated since the beginning of the
milk industry. Over the last decade, milk- and dairy farmers have been forced to close down due
to low milk prices, milk production has simply become unprofitable. Farmers as pressed to
produce more, and the market want to keep the prices low (sources and further discussion). The
decrease of farms is consequence of several factors, one has to do with a decrease of demand and
as a consequence the production of milk is higher than the demand, an issue stressed in the
documentary, The milk system (2017). However, it is clearly not the first time the industry faces
these issues in the panel “It’s a swinging milk” from 1986 Arla writes:
During the 1960s we had to much milk. The prices were pressed, and the milk
production didn’t pay off the way it had before for the farmers, and so farms
rapidly closed down.148
In a more contemporary perspective Arla see themselves as a company that saves farms from
closing, emphasizing themselves as a job-creating business, which also keeps the countryside
alive. The farmer Per Arne Petterson149 a farmer from Dalarna is quoted on an Arla panel from
2016:
If it wasn’t for Arla at least 50 farmers would have been forced to close down
here in Dalarna, because Arla collects milk from all farms, big as well as small.150
In this panel Arla stress their inclusive way of recruiting farmers to their corporation (and
implicitly contrast this to potential ‘other’ diary companies). Yet another panel from 2016
with the suiting headline “Arla for all” stress this inclusiveness further:
We in Arla are a bit special, not just because it’s us farmers that own the
company. We also have a fundamental rule which says that all farmers who wish
to join Arla is welcome. This means that we also collect milk from farms that are
small and lie far away. 151
However, creating work opportunities is not the only important service Arla does for Swedish
society according to themselves. Another important matter in Sweden, but also the world, is
helping the environment, which Arla often point out they do by keeping landscapes open and
supporting biodiversity through their grazing cattle (which I will elaborate further in the

"Vi är 70% av Sveriges bönder som tillsammans äger Arla…. Och att allt Arla tjänar på ett eller annat sätt går tillbaka till oss
mjölkbönder. Så fungerar nämligen vårt kooperativ." 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_48
148 "Under 1960-talet hade vi för mycket mjölk. Då pressades priserna till bönderna, mjölkproduktionen lönade sig allt samre och
lantbruk lades ned i rask takt." 1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_80
149 Per Arne Petterson further says that when he meets people in grocery stores he often explains to people how the price is
affected by the world market, and when he explains to people how everything is connected most people walk out with Arla milk
in the basket. 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_38
150 "Här i Dalarna hade minst 50 mjölkbönder tvingats lägga ned om inte Arla funnits för Arla hämtar mjölk från alla gårdar både
stora och små"2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_38
151 "Vi på Arla är lite speciella, inte bara för att det är vi bönder som äger företaget. Vi har också en grundregel som säger att alla
bönder som vill vara med i Arla är välkomna. Det innebär att vi även hämtar mjölk från gårdar som är små och ligger långt bort."
2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_36
147
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following chapter 4.6. Environmental education.). To give an example, a panel from 2016
claims:
Every year, all year around. Arla’s farms creates jobs, keeps the landscapes open
and the country side alive. And most importantly, they make sure there is Swedish
cheese, sour milk, butter and more. 152
On the quoted panel Arla stress a versatile importance of dairy farming, Arla not only provide
the Swedish population with dairy foods, positive side-effects are that they also create jobs, keep
landscapes open and the countryside alive. As an employer Arla further promotes itself at yet
another panel from 2016, with the headline “Buy homemade milk”. A drawn image shows a
human drinking a glass of milk and then turning towards a cow saying, “Well milked”, followed
by a factual text:
93 percent of all what Arla’s sells in Sweden is made of Swedish milk and on
Swedish dairies. This creates jobs. And since Arla is owned by us farmers, the
profit goes back to our farms. Not to anyone else. 153
6 panels have the headline “The farmer says” and specifically counters the idea of Arla as a giant
corporation. In one of the panels an Arla farmer is interviewed about their chores and everyday
life.154 Kerstin Persson, a farmer at Arbelunda Sörgård on the Swedish island Öland is
interviewed:
Kerstin thinks it’s a pity that some only thinks of Arla as giant. ‘We are around
3000 Swedish farmers from Skåne to Härjedalen. You can hardly be more local
than that. Besides, it’s us farmers that owns Arla. That makes me proud.’ 155
Arla continuously state that their company is a cooperative in which all the working farmers are
shareholders. Kerstin Persson also stress the local aspect which related to environmental
thinking, where to locally produced foods are upheld as better. Arla also conveys a message of
care about the environment, the human shaped landscapes as well as the ‘wild nature’ and its
animals. In the following chapter I will elaborate the discussion on Arla’s corporate image of
themselves presented on the milk panels but focusing on conversations discussing environmental
concerns and more.

4.2.3. Environmental education
As discussed in previous chapters, conversation on cows, farmers and Arla as a company have
increased its presence on the milk panels from 2006. Similarly, conversations on environment, in
terms of facts, concerns and care have also increased over the years, reaching its highest
representation in 2016. Regarding conversations on environment. Within the field of
environment, I have distinguished two subsequent categories. First there are is the issue of what
Arla as corporation, or the Arla farmers, can do and does in terms of ‘saving’ or favouring the
environment. And second there are the conversations which attempts, through an educative
rhetoric, to influence individual consumers to take action for the environment.
As our earth faces environmental change and global warming due to excessive use of our planets
resources, researcher search for solutions. Research reports over the years have shown and
measured the livestock industries as one of the major sources of carbon dioxide and non-Co2
emissions such as methane (Reisinger, Clark, 2018). According to a report from 2018, the
livestock non-Co2 emissions “…could be responsible for as much as a one-fifth of the total
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2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_09
2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_10
154 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_37,38,39, 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_67,68, 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_91
155 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_aug_91
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warming by 2100…”156, and thus changes in the livestock industry is important in order to reduce
global warming (Reisinger, Clark, 2018: 1758). Therefore, I found it important to examine how
Arla approach the subject of nature, landscape, environment and the societal debates on the
matter on their milk panels. In this chapter I will show how Arla converse with the social debates
regarding environmental issues. Furthermore, I will also show the counterarguments used by
Arla on the milk panels to market their products as environmental friendly food.
First of all, in one of the rare panels from 1986, the cow is stressed as a valuable resource as she
can graze the meadows of Sweden which we humans cannot:
…but humans are not grass eaters, we cannot use such a good crop. But the cow
with its four bellies, she can!157
Thus, already in 1986 Arla stress that cows simply through their diets fill an important ecological
need. Arla’s environmental awareness is clearly stated on a panel from 2016 with the headline
“Arla’s environmental thinking”, a panel stressing the beauty of biodiversity:
The Arla farmers grow much of the cow feed on their own farm. Above all
herbage is grown, a grass- and clover mix with many different types of plants…
During summertime the herbage field is used for grazing and many different
insects, butterflies and birds thrive in the herbage field’s mix of plants – teaming
with biological diversity… On arla.se/miljö you can read more about the Arla
farmers sustainable environmental planning. 158
The quoted panel above exemplifies what Arla claims in several panels in 2016, however bad
cows are for the environment, the cows will pay back by grazing field and providing
biodiversity. Another example, again from 2016, is one panel from a series called “Arla says”.
Arla-farmer Jesper Johansson express his thoughts of grazing on the panel:
‘If animals didn’t graze these grounds, all this would be covered in forest.’ Jesper
Johansson from Närsidan farm in Dalsland, gazes over the open natural grounds
where his heifers graze. He cannot imagine a more beautiful landscape. Or one
that would be better for nature. The tree that blossom in the early spring attracts
bees, and the rowan trees are good for the birds. And the animals that graze here,
from May to October, are beneficial for herbs, grass and insects. ‘We have a
responsibility to care for these grounds, or else all these rare species would
disappear.’159
Jesper Johansson’s quote on the Arla panel brings up the role of grazing in the context of our
responsibility as humans to protect our surrounding environment. The Arla-farmer Bengt
Svensson from Halland agrees and states that he is proud of his animals who through their
grazing contributed to the environment by keeping the landscape open, and adds:
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According to the report, livestock could contribute 19% with non-Co2 emissions by 2100, which was an unexpected find as
the GHG-emessions contributed around 5% (Reisinger, Clark, 2018).
157 "Men människan är ingen gräsätare, vi kan inte utnyttja en så god gröda. Men kon med sina fyra magar, hon kan!" 1986MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_89
158 ”Arlabönderna odlar stora delar av kornas foder på den egna gården. Framför allt odlas vall, en gräs- och klöverblanding med
många olika växtarter… Sommartid är vallen betesmark och många olika insekter, fjärilar och fåglar trivs i vallens blandning av
växter - en myllrande biologisk mångfald… På arla.se/miljö kan du läsa mer om arlaböndernas hållbara miljötänk.” 2016mjölkbaksidor2016_80
159 “‘Om vi inte hade djur som betade här skulle det vara skog överallt.’ Jesper Johansson på Närsidans gård i Dalsland blickar ut
över den öppna naturbetesmarken där hans kvigor betar. Han kan inte tänka sig ett vackrare landskap. Eller ett som skulle vara
bättre för naturen." Träden som blommar tidigt på våren lockar till sig bin och rönnarna är bra för fågellivet. och att djuren betar
fårn maj till oktober gynnar örter, gräs och insekter. ’Vi har ett ansvar att sköta de här markerna annars skulle alla de här sällsynta
arterna försvinna.’ 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_juni_68
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Biological diversity when it’s the most beautiful! The cows thus create many
more utilities then just the good milk. 160
Open landscape and biodiversity are the two arguments that Arla use continuously when stating
their importance to the environment. But as producer of dairy they are unable to ignore the
biggest debate regarding the industry’s environmental impact, namely the carbon dioxide
emissions caused by the cow’s gases. On one panel from 2016 Arla reassures their consumers
that they are aware of this problem:
We know, and maybe you know to. Cows burp. In these burps there are a
methane that contributes to climate changes here on earth. That is of course not
good… but all food production effects the climate. That’s why it’s important to
choose food that will provide lots of nutrition in relation to its emissions. Milk is
a good example. Another good thing is that Arla’s farmers are working on
lowering the climate effects of milk, and they are already in a very good spot.
Grazing cows gives open landscapes and grazing fields teeming with insects and
plants. That is also good. And beautiful. Right?161
In the quoted panel above, Arla further recognise their awareness of milk productions effect on
the environment. However, Arla expands to convince the consumer that milk consumption is still
good, as it in relation to other products also gives back to the environment, by biodiversity but
also beauty.
Arla’s ecological production started in 1991. However, their ecological production is foremost
emphasised in the later years, 2006 and 2016 and not 1996. This can probably be traced to a
change in the social debates, as the market have seen an increase in demand of organic,
ecological and sustainable products (Isenhour, 2011: 6). There are two categories of our eco milk
panels in 2016, one called two called “Arla eco” and five panels called “Eco pioneers”. In the
Arla eco panels, Arla lift the fact the Arla have been producing ecological milk in 25 years, but
also list ‘facts’ about how ecological farms work, for example how they favour the environment:
Why choose eco? […] Ecological farms do not use any chemical pesticides. That
will favour the soil, groundwater and surrounding seas and oceans. Eco farmers
feed the soil with cow dung and plant waste. That is a good way for nature to
reuse nutrients.162
The Eco pioneer panels bring forth individual people working with ecological foods, three of
whom are farmer, but the other two includes, Malin Söderström a famous Swedish chef and a
restaurant owner. Another eco-pioneer presented on a panel in 2016 is eco-farmer Clas Åkesson
who is quoted on the panel:
“One can ask oneself if it’s sensible to expose our planet for everything we do in
the world today” […] “The cow is an amazing animal”, explains Clas with a

”Biologisk mångfald när den är som vackrast Korna skapar alltså många fler nyttigheter än den goda mjölken.” 2016mjölkbaksidor2016_109
161 ”Vi vet, kanske vet du också. Kor rapar. I raparna finns det metan som bidrar till att klimatet förändras här på jorden. Det är
förstås inte bra …. men all matproduktion påverkar klimatet. Därför gäller det att välja mat som ger mycket näring för sina
utsläpp. Mjölk är ett bra exempel. Det som också är bra är att Arlas bönder jobbar för att minska mjölkensklimatpåverkan, och de
ligger redan jätte-bra till. Betande kor ger öppna landskap med betesmarker som myllrar av insekter och växter. Det är också bra.
Och vackert. Eller hur?” 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_okt _122
162 ”Varför välja eko?” […] "Ekologiska gårdar använder inga kemiska bekämpningsmedel. Det gynnar mark, grundvatten och
omgivande sjöar och hav. Ekobönder göder jorden med kodynga och växtrester. Det är ett bra sätt för naturen att återanvända
näringsämnen.” 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_133
160
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proud voice. “It eats grass, produces milk and gives us dung. That is sound and a
part of the natures cycle.” 163
The environmentalist thinking did however appear already back in, 1976 when Arla introduced
new environmental friendly milk packages, which naturally is discussed on the panels that year.
Arla explains on four panels in 1976, their reasons for why they have begun using environmental
friendly packages with unbleached paper instead of bleached paper, as they released more toxins
in nature and Arla further stress:
We hope that our initiative with these types of milk packages will make others
follow. It presumes of course that you as a customer are willing to accept
unbleached paper, not only on milk packages, but in other areas as well.164
In the quoted panel Arla establish their own care for the environment by stating their choice of
more environmental friendly packages. By addressing their consumers in an educational way as
well as stressing the consumers responsibility in the matter, by accepting and embracing this
change, Arla also show care for their consumers. By first educating their consumers on why one
should be environmentally friendly, Arla stress that as they have done their part by launching the
packages it is now up to the consumers to take action by continue to purchase their milk and
further also other products. In 2016 for example, Arla encourage their consumers to take
individual action in the cause of ‘saving the environment’ and on the same time blaming
individuals for environmental issues. Four panels, produced in collaboration with the Swedish
organisation Håll Sverige rent, issues the problem of littering caused by individual people:
Håll Sverige rent works hard to reduce littering on land and sea. But the most
important job, you can do by yourself, by throwing your thrash correctly– and
holding on to your balloon.165
In the exemplified panel above, Arla and Håll Sverige Rent illustrate littering with a situation
where a person (child) accidently let’s go of a balloon, which it is implied will cause
environmental problems as it is plastic Other facts about the problems that littering are also
exemplified, on one of the Håll Sverige Rent panels for example, it is stated that: “…almost all
fulmars in the North Sea have at least 30 pieces of plastic in their stomach.” 166. Another issue
raised is the expanse that littering can cost society:
It costs around two billion crowns a year to keep Sweden clean. Think about all
the fun you could have for that money if no one littered. 167
Håll Sverige Rent is not the only environmental organization Arla has collaborated with in terms
of environmental issues. In a collaboration with the Word Wildlife protection fund (WWF), Arla
produced 20 panels in 1986 with the headline “Endangered animal and plants”, which all feature
Swedish endangered species. The endangered species panels appeared every month, except for
the month of December. All endangered species panels contain a text and image of one animal or
plant. For example, in March one panels features the endangered eagle owl 168 and another

“Man kan ju fråga sig om det är vettigt att utsätta vår planet för allt vi håller med i världen idag.” […] ”Kon är ett fantastiskt
djur”, förklarar Clas med stolt röst. ”Den äter gräs, producerar mjölk och ger oss gödsel. Det är sunt och en del av det naturliga
kretsloppet.” 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_sep_112
164 “Vi hoppas att vårt initiativ med den här sortens mjölkförpackningar ska få andra att följa efter. Det förutsätter förstås att du
som konsument är beredd att acceptera oblekt papper, inte bara i mjölkförpackningar utan också på andra områden." 1976MJÖLKpanelerArla1975tom1980_33
165 Håll Sverige Rent gör mycket för att minska ned-skräpningen av hav och land. Men det viktigaste jobbet gör du själv, genom
att slänga ditt skräp på rätt sätt – och hålla hårt i din ballong!" 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_april_43
166 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_april_43
167 ”Det kostar cirka två miljarder kronor per år att hålla Sverige rent. Tänk vad mycket roligt man skulle kunna göra för
pengarna om ingen skräpade ner!”2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_april_44
168 1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_13
163
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features the wolf169. The textual content on these panels are mostly factual, where hard facts
about the species are listed such as how the species eat, how old it can get etcetera. The texts
further point out, that these species are in need of help in order to extend their existence. They
are not, in this example, stressing the reasons for why these species are endangered. However,
they are pointing out that human support is needed in order for the species to survive. In a similar
series of seven panels from 1996 called “Animals of Africa”, Arla again stress the importance of
human interference:
Africa is called the cradle of humanity. Many unique animal species including
humans, have sprung from and are still living there. But today, many species are
threatened and depending on our protection to survive.170
In 2016 Arla did another collaboration with WWF producing three panels on the topic of saving
the oceans, which feature long explanatory and factual text about how climate change is
affecting the oceans negatively, for example:
When we for example drive a car and burn oil carbon dioxide is formed. The gas
will lay out like blanket over the atmosphere and stop heat from getting out. It’s
called the greenhouse effect, it’s making the earth turn warmer and the ice melt.
When the Arctic’s ice melts, more ships will be able to drive through the area and
might collide with narwhals. Or the whales will get stuck in fishing tools. So,
every time you take the bike instead of the car you’ll do the narwhal and their
friend the ice bear a big favor. 171
Together with WWF, Arla published panels showing the human impact on the oceans. Nature
and environment is by Arla, emphasised as something we humans most work to protect, because
we need it but also because its beautiful. A few panels within the environmental theme is almost
advertising for nature. As for example in 1986:
For 50 kr you can get Sweden’s most exciting map […] So that you can enjoy the
best nature experiences in Sweden’s amazing nature. 172
In June 1996, Arla further focus on what nature can provide for us humans, specifically what the
Swedish nature can provide during summer. Panels are presented with headings such as “Time to
enjoy the earthly wonders”, “Offer some good fish” and “Easily baking with berries from the
forests pantry.” Arla gives the readers tips on how to best to enjoy the food that nature gives
you.173 At one panel the Swedish ornithologist association advertise for a new bird song-CD,
“Listen and enjoy natures melodic festival” 174. The importance of outdoor life and Swedish
nature is apparent in Arla’s milk panels again in 1996 on three panels with the headline
“Skogsmulle”. Skogsmulle is the name of a character and association which on a national scale
educated Swedish children about nature and outdoor life. Skogsmulle is still, just like in 1996, a
part of Friluftsfrämjandet, working to increase Swedes outdoor life, and as a child you can join
“Skogsmulleklubben”. Movements like The Swedish outdoor association, was part of the
popular movements in Sweden, thus, important mediators of the post-agrarian standardization of
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1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_14
”Afrika kallas mänskligheten vagga. Många unika djurarter inklusive människan, har uppkommit och lever fortfarande där.
Men många arter är hotade och helt beroende av vårt skydd för att klara sig.” 2006-mjölkbaksidor2006_09, 10, 11,
171 När vi bland annat kör bil och bränner olja bildas koldioxid. Gasen lägger sig som ett täcke i atmosfären och hindrar värme att
försvinna ut. Det kallas växthuseffekten och gör att jorden blir varmare och isen smälter. När arktis is smälter kan fler fartyg köra
i området och kanske krocka med narvalar. Eller så fastnar valen i alla fiskeredskap. Så varje gång du till exempel cyklar istället
för att åka bil gör du narvalen och dess kompis isbjörnen en stor tjänst. 2016-mjölkbaksidor2016_okt_117
172 "För 50 kr får du Sveriges mest spännande karta." …. För att hitta godbitarna och naturupplevelserna i det fantastiska Sveriges
natur." 1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_34
173 1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_71-73, 76-78
174 1986-MjölkpanelerArla1985-1990_57
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the nation (Gellner) as well as powerful actors in shaping the societal body (Foucault) in terms of
encouraging Swedes to go outdoors.
The subject of environment is one of the major conversations in 2016, it is brought up more than
on any of the examined panels. Arla is keen to show and acknowledge their environmental
awareness and actions on the milk panels, but also encouraging their consumers to enjoy nature
and its beauty. ‘Nature’ and ‘natural’ are words which in general (I dare argue) evokes positive
connotations and this is something that Arla have integrated in their campaigns, also connecting
to health as in the “Nature’s own sports drink” slogans which I discussed in chapter 4.1.3.
Another example of a slogan, presently used by Arla is “Closer to nature”, which for example is
used in several commercial videos 175.

175

In one of Arla’s commercial videos, a child is playing a video game, the child pauses the game to take a sip of milk from a
glass and when doing so a cow appears in the living room. The child and the cow then take an elevator down to a busy and big
street in the centre of a big city. They walk together through the city when the cow suddenly walks into a dark tunnel, the child
follows and on the other side finds a big green grazing field in the sun. The video ends by showing the child happily skipping
with the cow on the field. A female English-speaking voice says, “Get closer to nature with Arla milk” while s package of milk
enters to screen with a text read in: “Pure milk from Swedish grazing cows”. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byMUj4keN68
(Accessed 2018-05-22)
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5. Discussion

I began this thesis by explaining my personal relationship with milk and how that lead me down
the path of exploring Arla’s milk panels. In the second chapter I explained my theoretical
framework using Gellner’s (1983) theories on the connection between nationalism and
modernism and Foucault’s theory on biopower and propaganda and how they in combination
have affected the milk industry and its marketing throughout the 20 th century. Thereafter I took
you through the history of milk- and dairy which discussed the transition from agricultural
production to industrial production and further how milk- and dairy became commercialized
products and part of a modern world. Finally, in Chapter 4 I analysed the panels inspired by
social semiotics and conversation analysis and discussed them based on a number of themes.
The conversations on Arla’s milk panels mediates messages in a large variation. However, I find
that there is a thematic coherence among the panels. The core of the panels has remained
relatively the same in all of the examined years, 1976, 1986, 1996, 2006 and 2016. First there is
the reoccurring function of education, where Arla seek to educate their consumers through their
milk panels, young as well as old. Over the years the core has been consistent, the milk panels
educate, propagates and informs the consumers of Arla about milk, health, cows, farmers,
history, environment and Sweden. However, there are also some shifts and trends visible in the
panels. The panels show a continues conversation between Arla and their consumers, where Arla
is commenting societal debates, educating on different issues of importance for Arla as a
company, promoting Sweden and communicating with children, involving them to participate in
the content of the milk panels.
In the spirit of the Swedish Folkhem, Arla is (or maybe was) a company for the people and milk,
a drink for the people. Thus, the milk panels convey conversations to the people of Sweden.
There is a fine line here between advertisement, propaganda and civic information as I will
discuss in the next section.

5.1. Milk: hygiene and health
Du Puis (2002) describes how the milk markets visual rhetoric in their marketing changed in the
United states along with the steadily growing urban areas at the turn of the 20th century. An
image often used at this time was a picture of a young woman milking a cow, a milk-maid. As
United States industrialised the image of the milk-maid milking a cow in an agrarian
environment was replaced by pictures of white-coated men in clean clothes and a clean
environment (Du Puis, 2002).
The clean milk images represent a vision of perfection for dairy farming as
portrayed by a rising class of urban health and agricultural professionals. (Du
Puis, 2002: 129)
This milk-maid image, represented, according to Du Puis, the old agrarian society, which was a
direct link to the production process (Du Puis, 2002). The increasing need of a standardised
industry in the United States, can also be seen in the milk marketing images. Peoples detachment
from the production process when a society urbanizes also creates a demand from consumers to
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reassure the professionalism. As I discussed in chapter 2.1.1, it is in this process of
standardisation where Gellner (1983) argues that nationalism is formed. Standardising the
industry therefore naturally standardises the image of it, and thus create and image of an
industrialised product, as has been argued by Martiin:
In the Swedish case, marketing milk by emphasising cleanliness was a way to
persuade customers in the emerging food market to trust milk in the new urban
context. (Martiin, 2010: 219)
As was shown in chapter 4.1.2., the history of dangerous dairy products is referenced to on the
milk panels, especially in panels form 1976 and 1986. This suggest, that the image of milk as
potentially unhygienic was still strong in the 1970s. In the two later years 2006 and 2016 these
conversations are still visible although moving from the ‘bad’ milk discourse towards a
recognition of the producers, the cow and the farmer. As the table shows, the number of cows
increased in the two later years 2006 and 2016. The image of the cow 176 has become an important
part of Arla’s marketing, not just on the milk panels but in other medias as well:
The cultural currency of milk and its advertising has been, and continues to be,
invested with deeply symbolic values that interweave images of agrarian,
domestic, and national virtues. In contemporary advertising discourse, it remains
a vital component of the ongoing narrative of Sweden’s tranquil, pastoral past of
small-scale farming – a narrative of steady and benevolent growth, unbroken by
the country’s late industrialization. (Habel, 2011; 98)
As shown in the Chapter 4.1.1. references to the rural past and nationalism are very common on
the panels relating well to Habel’s discussion. The dairy industry has become, as Valenze (2011)
argues, “…a placeholder for a vison of a vanishing agrarian past.”, where grazing cows have
become the symbols of the countryside (291). Similarly, I found that the rural past and
nationalism was an image which the examined milk panels continued to reproduce, as Habel
argues, image of Sweden’s rural areas as unaffected by industrialisation. This was a conversation
which foremost appeared on the latest years, 2016. The milk panels connect, through symbolical
images and language, to the historical past of milk. For example, the Instagram account
Bregottfabriken, the advertisement for Arla’s butter brand, only posts photos of cows in a lush
open landscape (Linné, 2016). Grazing cows and a green rural area is, according to Habel (2011)
a long and ongoing narrative, however it is also somewhat of a false image of the Swedish
country side and the dairy industry. As Linné (2016: 723) points out the images of grazing cows
in a meadow landscape builds “the false perception that Swedish dairy farms of today represent
such an idyll”.
Milk- and dairy companies along with other milk supportive organisations have through years of
marketing relied on the image of the untouched and unchanged landscape, a memory of an
agrarian past. It is an image which has become a symbol of western dairy industry as well as
rural living overall. It is a projection of a landscape where cattle harmonically graze the lands
and where the typical Swedish farmer have close bond with all of his/her cattle. It is a strategy
the efficiently distracts the consumers and readers of Arla’s milk panels from the industrial
production which most of the milk farmers, in Arla as well as other diaries, practice. Happy
grazing cows have not only occurred on Arla’s milk panels, but they have been conveyed to the
Swedish consumers through Television commercials, adverting campaigns (Jönsson, 2005) and
social media (Linné, 2016). But, when in 2006 that cow itself is reintroduced into the panels it
also acknowledges them as important actors in the industry, something that Linné recognise:

The number of cow’s have decreased from almost 2 million in the late 1930s to around 570 000 in 2004 (Myrdal, Morell,
2011, Table 7.2: 297). However, the production per cow have increased from over 2000 yields per cow in 1938 to around 7700
yields per cow in 2000 (Idem, Table 8.1: 299)
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The reintegration of animals in the discourses of the food industry advertising
also has another side; it opens up for an acknowledgment of animals as
participants in food production, as workers for the industry. (Linné, 2016: 722)
Arla tries to balance the fact that most of their farms are indeed industries with hundreds of
cows, with very personal accounts of close relationships of the cow and the individual farmers.
Language used as “tucked in”, or stories of the choosiness of cows or reference to cows in the
‘beauty parlour’ ensures consumers that each individual cow is well taken care of and happy, at
least the cows of the Arla farmers. This serves to counter concerns around animal welfare as
does also the discussions on the Swedish animal welfare in contrast to ‘other countries’. Similar
in Arla’s social media marketing, Linné (2016: 729) argues the “happy ecological animals”
promoted to “happy customers”, could also be interpreted as hiding the true reality of the
animal’s everyday life. Another motivation that has become more prominent in the recent years
is the environmental arguments used for why people should continue, drinking milk despite
criticisms when it comes to for instance emissions from keeping cattle. Arla farmers are
according to Arla providing an important ecosystem service and milk due to its nutritional value
is still more sustainable than other foods. However, the concern for the environment is not only
expressed in conversations of grazing cows. Arla also approach the big and worldly issues of
global warming, carbon dioxide emissions and dying oceans. Together with WWF Arla
distributed panels in 1986 and also 2016 which discussed endangered animals. But Arla’s own
contribution to help the environment was and is, according to the milk panels, the grazing cows.
Phrases such as ‘Natural grazing cows’ and ‘Nature’s own sport drink’ efficiently use the
discourse of nature to entice consumers. For example, as mentioned above, Arla’s recent
campaign “Nature’s own sports drink”, use the milks’ natural origin as an argument for milk
consumption. From being a drink for growing children, milk is today much more often described
as a healthy drink of nature. Among the most prominent and reoccurring arguments for milk
consumption used in milk marketing, regards the nutritional value and health aspects of drinking
milk. For example, in early 20th century Britain the argument was that milk would “fatten” the
undernourished children, an argumentation which spurred the implementation of free milk in
British schools (Atkins, 2005). The ‘good for growing children’ argument has however declined
in its reliability and use in the western context, but as the industry is growing global, the growth
arguments continues being used in marketing campaigns in many parts of the world hat have not
been such avid milk drinkers as in Europe, for example China (Wiley, 2007). Wiley (2007: 674)
demonstrates a new line of argumentation used in the United States in favour of milk drinking,
instead of using growth arguments as the marketing had been before, milk is on the contrary
claimed as to help you lose weight. Thus, similar to Wiley (2007), I concur that the milk industry
has continually adjusted their ideas and arguments as to meet the contextual expectations and
thus still continues to have a strong position of the food market. As the western society have
transformed and societal malnutrition becomes but a memory from the past and new ideas of
what health really is gets challenged.
Arla continuously conveys a message to their consumers regarding health, that milk is healthy
and contain all the nutrients you need. That milk is especially good for you when you are
growing or when you exercise, that milk will provide you with the energy you need. But Arla,
also stress that there are dairy products for those who wish to lose weight. Furthermore, Arla also
argues that milk is good not only for the physical body, it is equally good for your mind.
According to Arla, milk equals energy. Energy for your body and energy for your brain. Arla is
on their milk panels sending out a message that is extensively reproducing a view on milk as a
healthy, nutritious and vital commodity. With new trends and changing values in society, Arla
have also changed their marketing.
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5.2. Marketing and nationalisation
The milk panels of Arla is by themselves a unique and smart channel for advertisement. At the
same time the rhetoric of the panels is part of a bigger discourse, which in context of the milk
industry is not unique. The conversation of Arla’s milk panels originates from the ideals of the
Swedish welfare state and building their themes on the values and narratives of
Mjölkpropagandan. Conversations in society on milk have changed and so has the conversations
on the milk panels, although the core of the milk marketing have endured. Arla have been
creating an image of themselves as an environmentally aware corporation who are compensating
for the environmental effects they might have caused.
The semiotic discourse of the Swedish milk industry and their marketing is a consequence of the
factors discussed above. On the basis of Gellner’s theory of nationalism, I argue that the
transition from an agrarian production to an industrial production in the dairy-sector caused a
long lasting nationalistic trend in the milk- and dairy companies marketing strategies. In
addition, the political development in Sweden with social democratic politics and the idea of a
welfare state (also a consequence of nationalistic ideas due to industrialisation) coincided with
the development of the milk industry, making milk part of the Swedish welfare system.
Dairy produce had become more than nourishing, cheap, tasty and vitamin rich;
consumption had become a national duty. (Martiin, 2010: 227)
This collective understanding of milk as an important drink, was a consequence of the excessive
marketing of milk which helped form the fundamental belief of cow milk was vital in order for
children to grow and stay healthy. As Jönsson (2005: 58) points at, the nationality of milk is of
upmost important for Swedish consumers, compared to other dairy products, cheese for example
the origins are not important, but milk should be Swedish. Jönsson further continues stating that,
Danish consumers and Swedish consumers have been equally worried about drinking milk from
respective country (idem: 59). This also connects to Mordhorst (2014) study, where Arla met
great critique when merging into the Danish market, which Mordhorst links to the Danish
collective memory of an equal and fair milk corporation. An attitude which, again is what
Jönsson (2005) shows that also Swedish consumers have regarding Swedish milk. On the milk
panels, this is something that Arla use in order to attract consumers, as many of the panels from
2016 show, as a demonstrated in chapter 4.2.2. The ‘Swedishness’ of their milk and their
Swedish farmers is continuingly issued on the panels, where Arla portrays themselves as a
‘local’ business, as if you purchase your milk from your closest farmer.
With this foundation the milk industry was able to thrive and become even stronger in their
marketing. Milk marketing has therefore for long been affected by this and are often targeting
children. I argue, that Arla’s targeting of children in the milk panels is a continuation, or a legacy
of the former milk marketing campaigns from the early 20 th century. These early marketing
campaigns, laid the foundation of the 20th century milk marketing and began creating a collective
understanding of milks superiority and vitality. Targeting children can also be a way to create
loyal adult consumers, as Atkins (2005A) argues as being a part of a longer strategy of milk
actors in Britain.
As already discussed, Arla use persuasive elements continuing on a long tradition of milk
marketing. However, I want to emphasise again that propaganda is not always equal to bad. The
milk panels have, as the empirical data shows, also been mediating ‘important’ messages about
for example where children should turn to when they are bullied and why you should not litter
and educating, foremost, a younger generation. One most however examine the panels critically
since they have been such an important and major part of many Swedes life. What is written on
the panels is indeed seen by many people in Sweden, to refer to the first quote that introduced
this thesis. Therefore, one needs to keep in mind that Arla is a profit-seeking company with an
aim to sell products. Just like other channels of their marketing, the first and foremost purpose of
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the milk panels is to picture Arla as a company. The exceptional position that Arla has had over
the years, has, I believe increased or at least been held up by the milk panels. The form of
marketing Arla have created through the milk panels grow a lot of trust between Arla and their
consumers.

5.3. Propagandist or educator?
According to Welch (2013) propaganda and education are different from each other, propaganda
teaches us what to think and education how to think. However, I argue that Arla’s milk panels
are both propaganda or persuasion on the one hand and education on the other. In Chapter 2.1.2 I
explained these concepts in more detail drawing on Jowett and O’Donnell (1992: 18) who sees
propaganda as a form used when persuading a mass while persuasion is rather a form of
individualised communication. I stated already in Chapter 2.1.2 that I saw much of Arla’s
messaging rather as persuasions though it does have some propagandistic elements.
To dismantle the possible distinctions between persuasion, propaganda and education, I need to
once again refer to the historical background of Arla and the Swedish milk industry. The trust
and reliability that Arla have (or had) was founded already in the 1920s, with, among other,
Mjölkpropagandan as one of the founders. Habel (2011) argues that Mjölkpropagandan
developed a welfare discourse of milk already before the Social democratic party came to power
(see Chapter 3.3). However, the Swedish labour movement and similar social movements with
ideas of equality (I am thinking about the women’s vote and in Sweden also movements of food
politics) was already strong in the 1920s. The social democrats were the first to point out and
raise questions of inequality regarding food issues, apart from milk cooperatives, other food
cooperatives such as Kooperativa Förbundet (or Konsum) that set up co-operative grocery
stores, another important event was for example the potato uprising/revolution in Stockholm
1917. So, when Mjölkpropagandan was first issued, there was an on-going debate in Sweden at
the time which I think also influenced how the social democratic drove through their political
agenda. As Larsson (1994) points out the Swedish labour movement built on a nationalistic
rhetoric’s with an agenda to improve the physical conditions for the people in Sweden (108). As
discussed in chapter 2.1.1. Food, health recommendations and other governmental interferences
(Foucault) all became important mediators in the making of a ‘national body’. The organisation
and journal Mjölkpropagandan was therefore one of the mediators who worked to ‘educate’ and
‘inform’ people of Sweden about the health benefits of milk, but also defending the industry and
working for a standardisation (one of the important factors of nationalisation according to
Gellner, see chapter 2.1.1). As Martiin recognises (2011) the milk panels of Arla is continuation
of Mjölkpropagandans rhetoric but also, I would add, a continuation of a continued high level of
trust between consumer and industry. Thus, in this historical context the role of Arla as an
educator is seen by most Swedes as relatively unproblematic. The educative language and
expression in the milk panels are many times directly or indirectly targeting children. As stated
earlier, milk and children have for long been associated with one another. Commercial targeting
of children is heavily regulated, but milk continues to be a commodity which still unquestionable
is seen as open for advertising towards children. On the milk panels Arla creates a trust between
them and the children by using playful and participatory panels.
Arla is an educator but, I will argue, they are at the same time a propagandist. What Arla
communicates through all of their platforms, websites, billboard, TV-commercials and the panels
are all a part of creating an image of their brand and them as a company. This educative style is a
consistent line of expression in all of the examined panels. I argue that this educative rhetoric
and a factual, yet accessible language, have created a closeness and trust between Arla and their
consumers. Arla have educated their consumers about Swedish history, about farmers of the past,
mythology and their own history as shown in chapter 4.1.1. Arla have taught their consumers
what milk should taste like and how milk should be treated in order for it to stay good as shown
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in chapter 4.1.2. Arla have also educated their consumers about, healthy eating, about training
and fitness and the nutritional value of milk, as shown in chapter 4.1.3. Furthermore, as shown in
chapter 4.2.1 Arla have taught their consumers about cows, how they function, what they eat and
equally about the Arla-farmers life and the relationship between cows and farmers.
As I have stated before in chapter 3.2.1 I see the panels as conversations between Arla and
consumer. Through the panels, Arla has created an image of themselves, as something else then
a company. On the milk panels Arla picture themselves as a company that cares about their
consumers, their workers and their products. Arla shows that they care about people’s health as
shown in chapter 4.1.3. As caring about children by posting panels that encourage children to be
co-creators of the panels or giving children information of where to turn to in case of bullying, as
shown in chapter 4.1.4. Arla is also picturing themselves as a company that cares about the big
and global issues, by improving biodiversity and collaborating with big organisations such as
WWF and campaigning to ‘save the oceans’ as shown in chapter 4.2.3. Arla is speaking to the
people of Sweden, by recognising their own position in society, they are reaching out a hand to
the public, which is a nice gesture, but at the same time a gesture of power. But, the panels are
not a one-way communication, although they are still very much a propagandistic tool in Arla’s
marketing. The milk panels are propaganda because the messages are mediated in favour of the
instigator. Imagine the (according to themselves) millions of Swedes reading the milk panels
while drinking their morning coffee or eating a bowl of sour mill with cereal at breakfast. Arla’s
milk panels then are somewhere in between propaganda, commercial and civic information. As a
company it naturally lies in Arla’s interest to advertise their products with a profitable aim. time
much of what is presented on the milk panels are purely factual and is seemingly not propagating
for Arla or milk consumption, thus they are providing their readers (and through that large parts
of Swedish society) with facts and information. I believe that this educative form, is one of the
factors, which has created the high level of trust between Arla and their consumers. Similar to
Danish dairy company MD food as Mordhorst (2014) discuss, Arla has also built up a trust
between themselves and their consumers in Sweden. But trust and legacy, as Mordhorst shows,
will also make the company more likely to be criticised, as more people also will rely on the
ethics of the company
In the role of an educator, Arla provide information and facts but they also propagate for a
lifestyle. A lifestyle including the consumption of milk but also environmental awareness, health
and fitness. Arla teach how milk can make children strong and improve your mind. Arla provides
their consumers with recipes and tips about healthy dairy products. Arla knows what a healthy
breakfast consists of (diary product). Commonly those messages are embedded in references to
history, nation, or generalised in terms of ‘most Swedes’, ‘all children’. It is in these discussions
or statements that Arla becomes most propagandistic.
The norm of milk consumption in Swedish society is decreasing whilst debates and questions of
milk drinking is increasing. What we in Sweden for so long thought was vital and good for us no
longer has the unquestioned role as it once had. With that stated, I do no suggest that milk was
never an unquestioned commodity before. In order for milk consumption to become a norm,
many actors needed to be convinced. Today we can evaluate to milk marketing strategies from
the last century as a story of success. The decision the make their own milk packages into a panel
where Arla had the opportunity to post what they wanted, was nothing but a stroke of genius.
When the milk panels first started being used it was a totally new way of marketing. But the
panels also opened up for conversations, through the panels Arla engaged people, they
encouraged their consumers to participate. Just like Mjölkpropagandan in the 1920s and 1930s
which Habel (2011, 2013) points at, Arla’s marketing is, like Mjölkpropagandan, encouraging
the consumers to participation. Not at least, this participatory is often, as the milk panels show
targeted towards children. However, I also distinguish a larger targeting group, namely: the
‘average Swede’, thus it targets ‘Swedes’. As the panels from 1976 using the statistical numbers
of the millions of litres of milk show milk drinking is a norm.
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6. Summary

I began this journey with an aim to examine how the Swedish milk- and dairy company Arla
‘talk’ about themselves in their marketing. I sought to examine the origins and development of
the Swedish milk- and dairy industry and how Arla had come to have ‘alternative’ and ‘smart’
communication methods like the milk panels or getting the platform to advertise in schools. I
proceeded with asking the following questions: What conversations are conveyed on the milk
panels? How has contemporary and historical debates effected the conversations on Arla’s milk
panels? How is Arla picturing themselves as a company on their milk panels? and Who and/or
what social groups are Arla targeting?
Furthermore, by expanding on the history of milk farming and the dairy industry, I elaborated on
how milk drinking became embedded in a nationalist project where propaganda and persuasion
were integrated parts in the promoting national health. I used the term Bio-power to explain the
process authorities and state organs increasingly used turned towards people’s bodies, trough,
among other, health recommendations and propaganda on how and what to consume. By
adopting Gellner’s idea of nationalisation as being dependent on industrialisation which in its
turn evokes a standardisation, I see a development in which the milk industry emerged and
ultimately effected also the milk panels and also how Arla could get a platform to not just market
their products but to propagate for an ideology and lifestyle which includes the drinking of
Swedish milk.
I first approached the material using discourse analysis, or as I prefer to call it conversation
analysis, as I sought to see key themes and key conversations in the material rather than marking
certain words. The sources of this study, the milk panels, have guided the setting of themes in
my study and my intention was to let the material converse with each other. The milk panels,
situated on the Arla’s milk packages entered, when they started in 1975, directly into the homes
of the people of Sweden. Thus, the panels became part of the everyday lives of many Swedes. As
the empirical material shows these conversations come in a great variety. It is also possible to
trace how Arla’s panels converses and comments ongoing societal debates that has of course
shifted over time. As the time changes, so have the conversations of the panels. However, despite
a great variety there is also a core of consistency in the conversations which has remained mainly
the same.
Arla teach their consumers about company policies and Arla’s organisational standing points.
Arla teach about the everyday life for the individuals working for Arla, the friendly farmers and
the happy content cows. Arla teach about environmental issues, biodiversity, about eco-friendly
farming and endangered animals. Arla teach how milk can make children strong and improve
your mind. Arla provides their consumers with recipes and tips about healthy dairy products.
Arla knows how to store and handle milk products and they know what a healthy breakfast
consists of. The factual and educational rhetoric command credibility and reliability to Arla as a
company. Viewing the panels, many of them do not even mention milk, many of them are about
something completely different, history, space or animals. With the milk panels as a platform
Arla have conversed with their consumers from an educational or persuasive position. However,
the milk panels are on the other hand, very much a persuasive tool of Arla. I have in this thesis
argues that the textual and visual contents of Arla’s milk panels are founded in a legacy of milk
marketing, sprung from Mjölkpropagandan and other milk actors in the Swedish dairy industry.
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When I first began the work with this thesis, I knew that milk was something that almost all
people who had grew up in Sweden would have some relation to. Now, after I ended my research
I see the important role that milk- and dairy have played in the everyday life of Swedes over the
last century. And it has been crucial in many way, more important in more areas then I first
expected. Arla has constantly reinvented itself over the years, as new trends and societal debated
have emerged. Today, as milk drinking declines and with on-going and increasing debates on
benefits and implications of consuming milk- and dairy products, Arla is formulating new
slogans and new roads to meet the public. They are in a constant conversation with society and
that is why, I believe, Arla’s marketing have been so successful over the years. Martiin (2010)
exemplifies how milk drinking became “a Swedish duty” as a result of Mjölkpropagandan
marketing. In 2016 history have repeated itself as Arla emphasise on the milk panels, the
importance of supporting you hard working Swedish farmer. Forged in ideas of welfare milk
became more than a regular food. Milk became the drink of the people, a Folkdryck, as in the
true essence of ‘our’ Swedish Folkhem.
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1986MjölkPanelerArla19851990_35
1986MjölkPanelerArla19851990_36
1986MjölkPanelerArla19851990_37
1986MjölkPanelerArla19851990_38
juli-86

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

1

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

1

Vad vet du om vadvetjåkka?

1

1

1

Skatteplanera med stora
utflyktskartan

1

1
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1986MjölkPanelerArla1985-

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

1

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

1

Så här gör du

1

Så här gör du

1

Lax och pasta

1

Limerick

1

Limerick

1

Limerick

1

1

Så här gör du

1

Så här gör du

1

no

1

1

no

1

1

Bondehistoria i Sverige

1

1

1

Bondehistoria i Sverige

1

1

1

TRIM orientering

1

Vad ska rävungen heta?

1

Sveriges snabbaste sallader

Ju lägre temperatur desto
längre hållbarhet!

1

1

1
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1990_46
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1986MjölkPanelerArla19851990_47
1986MjölkPanelerArla19851990_48
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Fritidskartan
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svensk Frukost

1

1

1

Svensk Frukost

1

1

1

1986MjölkPanelerArla19851990_68
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Svensk Frukost

1

1

1

Svensk Frukost

1

1

1
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1

Kompassen

1

Lätta ankar och fäll masten, chapiteauet
ska rivas!

1

Alla clowner är inte clowner!

1

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

Äpplen

1

Äpplen

1

1

Nils dacke

1

Skiftesreformerna

1

1

Äpplen

Äpplen

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

Premiär för den nya mjölken

1

1

LOKALT FÖR STHLM

LOKALT FÖR STHLM

LOKALT FÖR STHLM

?

1

Milk panels
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Environment/
nature
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Utrotningshotade djur och
växter
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Vilhelm Tell

1

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

Utrotningshotade djur och
växter

1

1

Rita din egen mellankossa

1

1

1

Bondehistoria i Sverige

1

1

Bondehistoria i Sverige

1

1

1

1

Så fördelas din matkrona

1

18,4 kor

1

Det svänger om mjölken

1

1

1

1

Grönsakslasgne

1

Pasta med Ädelost

1

Bondehistoria i Sverige

1

1

Bondehistoria i Sverige

1

1

Bondehistoria i Sverige

1

1

Bondehistoria i Sverige

1

Ansjovisfrestelse

1

Senapsbegrav srömming

1

Mjölk och gröna hagar

1

Kor ute kor inne

1

Den svåra mjölkbalansen

1

1

1

1

1

Datum på smör.
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Panel number

Possible headline/ series
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1996-Paneler19941997_10
1996-Paneler19941997_11
1996-Paneler19941997_12
1996-Paneler19941997_13
1996-Paneler19941997_14
1996-Paneler19941997_15
1996-Paneler19941997_16
1996-Paneler19941997_17
1996-Paneler19941997_18
feb-96

Festskinka

1

Senapskyckling

1

Citronfisk

1

1996-Paneler19941997_19
1996-Paneler19941997_20
1996-Paneler19941997_21
1996-Paneler19941997_22
1996-Paneler19941997_23
1996-Paneler19941997_24
1996-Paneler19941997_25
1996-Paneler19941997_26
1996-Paneler19941997_27
1996-Paneler19941997_28
mars-96

havsdjur

1

havsdjur

1

havsdjur

1

havsdjur

1

havsdjur

1

havsdjur

1

1996-Paneler19941997_29
1996-Paneler19941997_30
1996-Paneler19941997_31
1996-Paneler19941997_32
1996-Paneler19941997_33
1996-Paneler19941997_34

Pippi Långstrump

1

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

1
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Världens unga om

1

Världens unga om

1

Världens unga om

1

Världens unga om

1

Världens unga om

1

Världens unga om

1

Världens unga om

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

1

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Recept

1

Varför blir man så sugen på choklad?

1

1

Varför rinner tårarna?
Kungen

1
1

1996-Paneler19941997_35
1996-Paneler19941997_36
1996-Paneler19941997_37
1996-Paneler19941997_38
1996-Paneler19941997_39
apr-96

Oljefält med lyskraft

1

Pil i pannan

1

Grön ström

1

1996-Paneler19941997_40
1996-Paneler19941997_41
1996-Paneler19941997_42
1996-Paneler19941997_43
1996-Paneler19941997_44
1996-Paneler19941997_45
1996-Paneler19941997_46
1996-Paneler19941997_47
1996-Paneler19941997_48
1996-Paneler19941997_49
1996-Paneler19941997_50
1996-Paneler19941997_51
maj-96

Bland Kultur

1

Beställ Blandkultur

1

1996-Paneler19941997_52
1996-Paneler19941997_53
1996-Paneler19941997_54
1996-Paneler19941997_55
1996-Paneler19941997_56
1996-Paneler19941997_57
1996-Paneler19941997_58
1996-Paneler19941997_59
1996-Paneler19941997_60
1996-Paneler19941997_61
1996-Paneler19941997_62
juni-96

Mjölk ger starka barn*

1

1

Mjölk ger starka barn*

1

1

Mjölk ger starka barn*

1

1

1996-Paneler19941997_63
1996-Paneler19941997_64
1996-Paneler19941997_65
1996-Paneler19941997_66
1996-Paneler19941997_67
1996-Paneler19941997_68
1996-Paneler19941997_69

Tid att njuta av jordens
små under
Skördefest i
grönsaklandet.
Lättbakat med bär från
skogens skaffe
Pippi Långstrump

1

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Litet Gaiolexikon

1

Mjölk ger starka barn*

1

1

1

Mjölk ger starka barn*

1

1

1

Mjölk ger starka barn*

1

1

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Hemma hos Milan
Jönsson
Pippi Långstrump

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

It's in the air

1

1

Pippi Långstrump
Pippi Långstrump
Låt Vårkänslorna spira i
köket
Smaka vårens godatse
röror
Dags att fira våren

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

Pippi Långstrump

1

1

Bjud på lite fiskelycka

1

1

1

Ge grillfesten en doft av
medelhavet

1

1

1
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1996-Paneler19941997_72
1996-Paneler19941997_73
1996-Paneler19941997_74
1996-Paneler19941997_75
1996-Paneler19941997_76
juli-96

Somrig dessert för lata
dagar
Många mil i samma bil

1996-Paneler19941997_77
1996-Paneler19941997_78
1996-Paneler19941997_79
aug-96

Många mil i samma bil

1

Många mil i samma bil

1

Många mil i samma bil

1

1996-Paneler19941997_80
1996-Paneler19941997_81
1996-Paneler19941997_82
1996-Paneler19941997_83
1996-Paneler19941997_84
1996-Paneler19941997_85
okt-96

KESO

1

KESO

1

KESO

1

1996-Paneler19941997_86
1996-Paneler19941997_87
1996-Paneler19941997_88
1996-Paneler19941997_89
1996-Paneler19941997_90
1996-Paneler19941997_91
1996-Paneler19941997_92
1996-Paneler19941997_93
1996-Paneler19941997_94
1996-Paneler19941997_95
1996-Paneler19941997_96
sep-96

Hårt arbete för gott smör

1996-Paneler19941997_97
1996-Paneler19941997_98
1996-Paneler19941997_99
1996-Paneler19941997_100
1996-Paneler19941997_101
1996-Paneler19941997_102
1996-Paneler19941997_103

Tävla med ditt bästa
äppelrecept!
Tre saker du kan göra på
rasten
Skogsmulle

1

SKogsmulle
Skogsmulle
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1

1

1
1

Många mil i samma bil

1

Många mil i samma bil

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Pippi Långstrump

1

Upptäcksfärd

1

Upptäcksfärd

1

Upptäcksfärd

1

1

1

Den ädla konsten att koka
tjära
Upptäcksfärd

1
1

Upptäcksfärd

1

Upptäcksfärd

1

Muskler räcker inte långt

1

1

1

Färgglada plättar

1

1

Barnens favoriträtt på
mexikanska
Arlakannan

1

1

1

Arlakannan

1

Arlakannan

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Arlakannan
Mat i skördetid

1

1

1996-Paneler19941997_104
1996-Paneler19941997_105
1996-Paneler19941997_106
nov-96

Arlakannan

1

Arlakannan

1

Arlakannan

1

1996-Paneler19941997_107
1996-Paneler19941997_108
1996-Paneler19941997_109
1996-Paneler19941997_110
1996-Paneler19941997_111
1996-Paneler19941997_112
1996-Paneler19941997_113
1996-Paneler19941997_114
1996-Paneler19941997_115
1996-Paneler19941997_116
1996-Paneler19941997_117
dec-96

Arlakannan

1

Arlakannan

1

Arlakannan

1

Arlakannan

1

1996-Paneler19941997_118
1996-Paneler19941997_119
1996-Paneler19941997_120
1996-Paneler19941997_121
1996-Paneler19941997_122
1996-Paneler19941997_123
1996-Paneler19941997_124
1996-Paneler19941997_125
1996-Paneler19941997_126
1996-Paneler19941997_127

Kulporvet - terminens
sista prov
Bjud tomten på något
riktigt gott
Saftigare saffransbröd
med Kesella
Ingen gård utan
gårdstomte
På Julafton kan korna
skälla.
Orre? Tjäder? Trana? Nej,
tomte.
Arlakannan

Gamla nyheter

1

Gamla nyheter

1

Recept från Arla

1

Recept från Arla

1

Recept från Arla

1

Gamla nyheter

1

Gamla nyheter

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

Arlakannan

1

Arlakannan

1

Arlakannan

1
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Mjölk paneler
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jan-06
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_01
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_02
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_03
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_04
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_05
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_06
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_07
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_08
feb-06

monstersnöflinga

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_09
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_10
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_11
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_12
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_13
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_14
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_15
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_16
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_17
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2006mjölkbaksidor2006_23
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_24
mars-06

Djur i Afrika

1

Djur i Afrika

1

Djur i Afrika

1

Djur i Afrika

1

Allting sprids

1

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_25
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_26
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_27
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_28
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_29
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_30
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_31
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_32
2006-

Djur i Afrika

1

Djur i Afrika

1

Djur i Afrika

1
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1

Finn upp

1

Finn upp

1

Finn upp

1

Gott nytt nian!

1

Nyttiga mjölken

1

1

1

Nyttiga mjölken

1

1

Nyttiga mjölken

1

1

1

Friends

1

Goda nyheter

1

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

1

Listor

1

Listor

1

Listor

1

Listor

1

Friends

1

Friends

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Popfrisyrer

1

Popfrisyrer

1

Popfrisyrer

1

mjölkbaksidor2006_33
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_34
apr-06

Popfrisyrer

1

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_35
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_36
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_37
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_38
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_39
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_40
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_41
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_42
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_43
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_44
maj-06

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_45
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_46
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_47
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_48
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_49
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_50
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_51
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_52
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_53
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_54
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_55
juni-06

Dopp i djurdevadan

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_56
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_57
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_58
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_59
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_60
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_61
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_62
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_63
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_64
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_65
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_66
juli-06

Alma

1

Alma

1

Alma

1

Alma

1

Idho brinko

1

Våra sinnen

1

Gör din egen
kokbok
Pinsamt

1
1

Pinsamt

1

Pinsamt

1

Pinsamt

1

Våra sinnen

Elin på Lövö

1

1
1

1

1

Kunskap

1

Kunskap

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Språkdetektiven

1

Språkdetektiven

1

Språkdetektiven

1

Språkdetektiven

1

Friidrott

1

1

Friidrott

1

1

Friidrott

1

1

Friidrott

1

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1
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2006mjölkbaksidor2006_67
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_68
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_69
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_70
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_71
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_72
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_73
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_74
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_75
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_76
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_77
aug-06

Fruntimmersvecken

1

Fruntimmersvecken

1

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_78
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_79
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_80
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_81
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_82
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_83
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_84
sep-06

Goda nyheter

1

1

Goda nyheter

1

1

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_85
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_86
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_87
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_88
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_89
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_90
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_91
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_92
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_93
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_94
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_95
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_96
okt-06

Bonde

Fira Kanelbullen

1

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_97
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_98
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_99
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_100
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_101

Avbytaren

1

1

1

Vallhunden

1

1

1

Veterinären

1

1

1

Klövverkaren

1

1

1
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Victrorafonden

1

Fruntimmersveckan

1

Goda nyheter

1

Fruntimmersveckan

1

Livet i Skärgården

1

Livet i Skärgården

1

Livet i Skärgården

1

Livet i Skärgården

1

Victoriafonden

1

1

Friidrott

1

1

Friidrott

1

1

Friidrott

1

1

Friidrott

1

1

Rymden

1

1

1

1

Rymden

1
1

SVT

1

SVT

1

SVT

1

SVT

1

Vårt ansvar

1

Vårt ansvar

1

1

Rymden

Rymden

1

1

1
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Rymden

1

1

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_111
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2006mjölkbaksidor2006_115
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2006mjölkbaksidor2006_117
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2006mjölkbaksidor2006_119
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_120
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_121
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_122
dec-06

Frukost

1

Frukost

1

Frukost

1

Frukost

1

2006mjölkbaksidor2006_123
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_124
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2006mjölkbaksidor2006_126
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2006mjölkbaksidor2006_129
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2006mjölkbaksidor2006_132
2006mjölkbaksidor2006_133
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BRIS

1

BRIS

1

BRIS

1

BRIS

1

Diwali

1

Österby gård

1

1

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Framtiden

1

Framtiden

1

Framtiden

1

Framtiden

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1

Visste du

1

Visste du

1

Visste du

1

Snickers gård i
tåvåker
En äkta jul

1

1

1

1

Tomte

1

1

Vittra

1

1

Skogsrå

1

1

Luccias Lussebröd

1

Tomtens julgröt

1

Goda nyheter

1

Goda nyheter

1
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Må bra

1

Må bra
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Frukost
Bondeägda
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1

1

Mkall mjölk
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1

1

kor som mår bra
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1

köp hemgjord mjölk
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1

minior
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1

1

vi är noga
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1
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Antiken OS
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Springa intervaller
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Mjölkkonst
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1
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Taggad
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Brinner
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Ringette
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Arla för alla
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Bonde berättar
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Ekopionjär
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Gissa Året
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Tack
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1

Hur kan jag stötta svenska mjölkbönder

Kosläpp

Hållbar mjölk

Vinnare tävling baksidan 40 år

1

1

1
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Läsarnas önskepanel
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Vinnare tävling baksidan 40 år
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Jörgens Träningstips
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Äppel Päppel

Benstyrka
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Sporta med din hund
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Sporta med din kanin
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Träning kräver näring
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bli ett partyproffs
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slägn eller pyssla?
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Gör egen färskost
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Gör eget smör
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Tecknarskola
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Träningstips
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Vilken ska bort
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Gott med grönt

1

Arla Guldko 2017
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Havet är djupt
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Kalmarrost
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Pasta Carbonarna med syrad
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Alla är olika
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Tävla med din favoritfrukost
Gissa Året

Gissa Året

Höstpyssel

En schysst deal
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Vi vet
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Vi vet
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Årets mjölksport
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Arlakadabra
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Julkryss

Kul jul med rudolf
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pyssel
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Julbaka
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